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NATIONALFOREWORD

This Indian Standard (Part 8) which is identical with IEC 60076-8 : 1997 'Power transformers - Part 8:
Application guide' issued by the International Electrotechn ical Commission (IEC) was adopted by the Bureau
of Indian Standards on the recommendation of the Transformer Sectional Committee and approval of the
Electrotechnical Division Council.

The text of IEC Standard has been approved as suitable for publication as an Indian Standard without
deviations.Certain terminology and conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards.
Attention is particularly drawn to the following :

a) Wherever the words 'International Standard' appear referring to this standard, they should be read as
'Indian Standard' .

b) Comma (,) has been used as a decimal marker in the International Standard while in Indian Standards,
the current practice is to use a point (.) as the decimal marker.

In this adopted standard, reference appears to certa in International Standards for which Indian Standards
also exist . The cor responding Indian Standards, which are to be substituted in the ir respective places
are listed below along with their degree of equivalence for the editions indicated:

International Standard

IEC 60050 (421) : 1990 International
Electrotechnical Vocabulary (lEV) 
Chapter 421: Power transformers
and reactors

IEC60076-1 :1993Powertransformers
- Part 1: General

IEC60076-3 :1980Powertransformers
- Part 3: Insulation levels and
dielectric tests

IEC 60289 : 1988 Reactors

IEC 60909: 1988 Short-circuit current
calculation in three-phase a.c.
systems

ISO 9001 : 1994 Quality systems 
Model for quality assurance in design.
development, product ion, installation
and servicing

Corresponding Indian Standard

IS 1885 (Part 38) 1993
Electrotechnical Vocabulary: Part 38
Power transformers and reactors

IS 2026 (Part 1) : 1977 Power
transformers : Part 1 General (first
revision)

IS 2026 (Part 3) : 1981 Power
transformers: Part 3 Insulation level and
dielectric tests (second revision)

IS 5553 (Part 1) : 1989 Reactors 
Specification : Part 1 General (first
revision)

IS 13234 : 1992 Guide for short-circuit
current calculation in three-phase ac
systems

ISIISO 9001 2000 Qual ity
managementsystems - Requirements
(second revision)

Degree of Equivalence

Technically Equivalent

do

do

do

Identical

Technically Equivalent

The technical committee responsible for the preparation of this standard has reviewed the prov isions of
the follow ing International Standards referred in this adopted standard and has decided that they are
acceptable for use in con junction with this standard:

(Continued on third cover)
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Indian Standard

POWER TRANSFORMERS
PART 8 APPLICATION GUIDE

1 General

1.1 Scope and object

This Standard applies to power transformers complying with the series of publications
lEG 60076.

It is intended to provide information to users about:

- certain fundamental service characteristics of- different transformer connections and
magnetic circuit designs, with particular reference to zero-sequence phenomena;

- system fault currents in transformers with YNynd and similar connections;

- parallel operation of transformers, calculation of voltage drop or rise under load, and
calculation of load loss for three-winding load combinations:

- selection of rated quantities and tapping quantities at the time of purchase, based on
prospective loading cases;

- application of transformers of conventional design to convertor loading;

- measuring technique and accuracy in loss measurement.

Part of the information is of a general nature and applicable to all sizes of power transformers.
Several chapters, however, deal with aspects and problems which are of the interest only for
the specification and utilization of large high-voltage units .

The recommendations are not mandatory and do not in themselves constitute specification
requirements.

Information concerning loadability of power transformers is given in lEG 60354, for oil
immersed transformers, and lEG 60905, for dry-type transformers.

Guidance for impulse testing of power transformers is given in lEG 60722.

1.2 Normative references

The following normative documents contain provisions which, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this International Standard. At the time of publication, the editions
indicated were valid . All normative documents are subject to revision, and parties to
agreements based on this International Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility
of applying the most recent edition of the normative documents indicated below. Members of
lEG and ISO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

lEG 60050(421 ):1990, International Electrotechnical Vocabulary (lEV) - Chapter 421: Power
transformers and reactors

lEG 60076: Power transformers

lEG 60076-1 :1993, Power transformers - Part 1: General
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IEC 60076-3:1980, Power transformers - Part 3: Insulation levels and dielectric tests

IEC 60289:1988, Reactors

IEC 60354:1991 , Loading guide for oil-immersed power transformers

IEC 60722:1982, Guide to the lightning impulse and switching impulse testing of power
transformers and reactors

IEC 60905:1987, Loading guide for dry-type power transformers

IEC 60909:1988, Short-circuit current calculation in three-phase a.c. systems

IEC 60909-1 :1991 , Short-circuit current calculation in three-phase a.c. systems - Part 1:
Factors for the calculation of short-circuit currents in three-phase a.c. systems according to
IEC 60909 (1988)

IEC 60909-2:1992, Electrical equipment - Data for short-circuit current calculations in
accordance with IEC 60909 (1988)

IEC 61378-1 : 1997, Convertor transformers - Part 1: Transformers for industrial applications

ISO 9001: 1994, Quality systems - Model for quality assurance in design, development,
production. installation and servicing

2 Characteristic properties of different three-phase winding combinations
and magnetic circuit designs

This chapter is an overview of the subject. Additional information is given in clause 4 on zero
sequence properties.

2.1 yo. D-, and Z-connected windings

There are two principal three-phase connections of transformer windings: star (Y-connection)
and delta (D-connection). For special purposes, particularly in small power transformers,
another connection named Zigzag or Z is also used. Historically, several other schemes have
been in use (such as "truncated delta", "extended delta", "T-connection", "V-connection", etc.).
While such connections are used in transformers for special applications, they no longer
appear in common power transmission systems.

2.1 .1 Advantages of a Y-connected winding

This type of winding:

- is more economical for a high-voltage winding;

- has a neutral point available;

- permits direct earthing or earthing through an impedance ;

- permits reduced insulation level of the neutral (graded insulation);

- permits the winding taps and tapchanger to be located at the neutral end of each phase;

- permits single-phase load ing with neutral current (see 2.2 and 4.8).
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2.1.2 Advantages of a D-connected winding

This type of winding:

- is more economical for a high-current, low-voltage winding;

- in combination with a star-connected winding, reduces the zero -sequence impedance in
that winding.

2.1.3 Advantages of a Z-connected winding

This type of winding:

- permits neutral current loading with inherently low zero-sequence impedance. (It is used
for earthing transformers to create an artificial neutral terminal of a system);

- reduces voltage unbalance in systems where the load is not equally distributed between
the phases.

2.2 Characteristic properties of combinations of winding connections

The notation of winding connections for the whole transformer follows the conventions in
lEe 60076-1, clause 6.

This subclause is a summary of the neutral current behaviour in different winding
combinations. Such conditions are referred to as having "zero-sequence components" of
current and voltage. This concept is dealt with further in clauses 4 and 5.

The statements are also valid for three-phase banks of single-phase transformers connected
together externally.

2.2.1 YNyn and YNauto

Zero-sequence current may be transformed between the windings under ampere-turn balance ,
meeting low short-circuit impedance in the transformer. System transformers with such
connections may in addition be provided with .delta equalizer winding (see 4.7.2 and 4.8) .

2 .2.2 YNyand Yyn

Zero-sequence current in the winding with earthed neutral does not have balancing ampere
turns in the opposite winding, where the neutral is not connected to earth. It therefore
constitutes a magnetizing current for the iron core and is controlled by a zero-sequence
magnetizing impedance. This impedance is high or very high, depending on the design of the
magnetic circuit (see 2.3). The symmetry of the phase-to-neutral voltages will be affected and
there may be limitations for the allowable zero-sequence current caused by stray-flux hea ling
(see 4.8).

2.2.3 YNd. Dyn . YNyd (Ioadable tertiary) or YNy + d (non-Ioadable delta equalizer winding)

Zero-sequence current in the star winding with earthed neutral causes compensating
circulating current to flow in the delta winding . The impedance is low , approximately equal to
the positive-sequence short-circuit impedance between the wind ings.

If there are two star windings with earthed neutrals (includ ing the case of auto-connection with
common neutral). there is a three-winding loading case for zero-sequence current. This is dealt
with in 4.3.2 and 4.7 .2. and in clause 5.

3
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2.2.4 Yzn or ZNy

Zero-sequence current in the zigzag winding produces an inherent ampere-turn balance
between the two halves of the winding on each limb, and provides a low short-circuit
impedance.

2.2.5 Three-phase banks of large single-phase units - use of delta connected tertiary windings

In some countries , transformers for high-voltage system interconnection are traditionally made
as banks of single-phase units. The cost, mass, and loss of such a bank is larger than for a
corresponding three-phase transformer (as long as it can be made). The advantage of the bank
concept is the relatively low cost of providing a spare fourth unit as a strategic reserve. It may
also be that a corresponding three-phase unit would exceed the transport mass limitation.

The three single-phase transformers provide independent magnetic circuits, representing high
magnetizing impedance for a zero-sequence voltage component.

It may be necessary to provide a delta equalizer winding function in the bank, or there may be
a need for auxiliary power at relatively low-voltage from a tertiary winding. This can be
achieved by external busbar connection from unit to unit in the station. The external connection
represents an additional risk of earth fault or short circuit on the combined tertiary winding of
the bank.

2.3 Different magnetic circuit designs

The most common magnetic circuit des ign for a three-phase transformer is the three -limb core
form (see figure 1). Three parallel, vertical limbs are connected at the top and bottom by
horizontal yokes.

Figure 1 - Three-tlmb, core-form magnetic circuit

The five-limb, core-form magnetic circuit (see figure 2) has three limbs with windings and two
unwound side limbs of lesser cross-section. The yokes connecting all five limbs also have a
reduced cross-section in comparison with the wound limbs.

4
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Figure 2 - Five-limb, core-form magnetic circuit

The conventional shell-form three-phase design has a frame with the three wound limbs
horizontal and having a common centre line (see figure 3). The core-steel limbs inside the
windings have an essentially rectangular cross-section and the adjoining parts of the magnetic
circuit surround the windings like a shell.

DDD
-_._-------------+

DDD

Figure 3 - Three-phase conventional shell-form magnetic circuit

A new three-phase shell-form magnetic circuit is the seven-limb core, in which the wound limbs
are oriented in a different way (see figure 4).

I I I

Figure 4 - Three-phase seven-limb shell-form magnetic circuit
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The principal difference between the designs, to be discussed here, lies in their behaviour
when subjected to an asymmetrical three-phase set of voltages having a non-zero sum l.e.
hav ing a zero-sequence component.

This condition may also be described as starting from a zero-sequence current without
balancing ampere-turns in any other winding. Such a current appears as a magnetizing current
for the magnetic circu it and is controlled by a magnetizing impedance, across which a zero
sequence voltage drop is developed.

The usual types of magnetic circu its behave as follows.

2.3 .1 Three-limb core -form magnetic circuit

In the three-limb core-form transformer, pos itive and negative sequence flux components in the
wound limbs (which have a zero sum at every instant) cancel out via the yokes, but the res idual
zero-sequence flux has to find a return path from yoke to yoke outside the excited winding.
This external yoke leakage flux sees high reluctance and, for a given amount of flux (a given
applied zero-sequence voltage), a considerable magnetomotive force (high magnetizing
current) is required . In terms of the electrical circuit, the phenomenon therefore represents a
relatively low zero -sequence (magnetizing) impedance. This impedance varies in a non-linear
way with the magnitude of the zero-sequence component.

Conversely, uncompensated zero -sequence current constitutes a magnetizing current which is
controlled by the zero-sequence magnetizing impedance. The result is a superposed
asymmetry of the phase-to-neutral voltages, the zero-sequence voltage component.

The zero-sequence yoke leakage flux induces circulating and eddy currents in the clamping
structure and the tank , generating extra stray losses in these components . There could also be
increased eddy losses in the windings caused by the abnormal stray flux. There are lim itations
to the magnitude of any long duration neutral current which is allowable in service. This is
considered in 4.8.

2.3.2 Five-limb core-form, or shell-form magnetic circuit

In a five-limb core-form, or a shell-form transformer, there are return paths available for the
zero-sequence flux through unwound parts of the magnetic circuit (side limbs of five-limb core,
outside parts of the shell frame plus . and for the seven-limb shell-form core, the two unwound
inter-winding limbs). The zero-sequence flux sees low magnetic reluctance equivalent to a very
high magnetizing impedance. similar to that of normal pos itive-sequence voltage. This applies
up to a limit, where the unwound parts of the magnetic circuit reach saturation. Above that, the
impedance falls off, resulting in peaked . distorted current.

A three-phase bank of single-phase transformers reacts similarly. The magnetic circuits are
separate and independent at any applied service voltage.

Due to the phenomena described above, it is customary to provide such transformers or
transformer banks with a delta-connected stabilizing winding (see clause 4).

3 Characteristic properties and application of auto-connected transformers

3.1 By definition , an auto-connected transformer is a transformer in which at least two
windings have a common part (see 3.1.2 of IEC 60076-1).
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The single line diagram of an auto-transformer is shown in figure 5. The high-voltage side of
the transformer (identified with U1 , 11 in the figure) cons ists of the common winding together
with the series winding. The low-voltage side (U2' 12 ) consists of the common winding alone .
The high- and low-voltage systems are electrically connected.

I,

I

~
:::i"

) :5

:5 '2

~~t :::i"
-:-

;, '2

Figure 5 - Auto-connected transformer, single-line diagram

3.2 The reduction factor or auto-factor, a

The auto-transformer is physically smaller and has lower losses than a separate wind ing
transformer for the same throughput power. The relative sav ing is greater the closer the
transformation ratio is to unity. The two windings (series and common) represent the same
equ ivalent power ratings or, expressed in other terms, balancing ampere-turns. The relations
shown in figure 5 immediately explain the reduction factor, a, of the auto-connection. If S is the
rated power of the auto-connected windings. noted on the rat ing plate. then the transformer is
similar, with regard to physical size and mass, to a separate winding transformer having rated
power a x S. This is often referred to with expressions such as intrinsic rated power or
equivalent two-winding rating.

Example

An auto-connected transformer 420/240 kV. 300 MVA, is comparable with a separate
winding transformer having a rated power of :

((420 - 240)/420) x 300 = 129 MVA

If the transformer in addition is provided with a non-auto-connected tertiary winding of 100
MVA rated power (YNauto d 300/300/100 MVA), then its equivalent two-winding rating will
be

(129 + 129 + 100)/2 = 179 MVA

3.3 Short-circuit impedance and leakage flux effects

The short-circuit impedance of a transformer may be described physically in terms of the
reactive power in the leakage field. This in turn depends on the physical size and geometry of
the windings.

7
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For an auto-transformer with its reduced dimensions. the reactive power in the leakage field is
naturally smaller than for a separate winding transformer with the same rated power. Its
impedance. expressed as a percentage. will then be correspondingly lower. The auto
connection factor, a . is also a benchmark for the percentage impedance.

However, it may also be observed that if the percentage impedance of an auto-transformer is
specified with an elevated value (with a view to limiting fault-current ampl itudes in the
secondary-side system) then this transformer will , from a design point of view, be a physically
small unit with a quite large leakage field . This will be reflected as higher additional losses
(winding eddy loss as well as stray field loss in mechanical parts) and possibly even saturation
effects due to leakage flux circulating in part through the magnetic circuit. Such effects would
restrict the loadability of the unit above rated conditions, but this is not revealed by standard
tests.

The transformer loading guide . lEG 60354. takes these phenomena into account when
separating between large and medium power transformers. Auto-transformers are to be
classified according to their equivalent power rating. and the corresponding percentage
impedance, instead of by the rating-plate figures .

3.4 System restrictions, insulation co-ordination

The direct electrical connection between the primary and secondary (three-phase) systems
implies that they will have a common neutral point and that the three-phase connection of the
auto-transformer is in star. In practice, the systems will normally be effectively earthed and the
neutral point of the auto-transformer will usually be specified with reduced insulation level.

- If the transformer neutral is to be directly earthed. the necessary insulation level is very
low (see 5.5.2 of lEG 60076-3).

- It may alternatively be foreseen that not all neutrals of several transformers in a station
will be directly earthed. This is in order to reduce the prospective earth fault currents . The
unearthed neutrals will , however, usually be provided with a surge arrester for protection
aga inst transient impulses. The specified arrester rated voltage and the insulation level of
the neutral will be co-ordinated with the power frequency voltage appearing at the unearthed
neutral during a system earth fault.

- In extra-high-voltage systems with long overhead lines. the possibility of successful
single-pole reclosing may be improved by specially tuned reactor earthing. This requires a
relatively high insulation of the transformer neutral, which is connected via the tuning reactor
to earth.

The series winding of an auto-transformer sometimes presents design difficulties for the
insulation across the winding. It is assumed that the X-terminal , the low-voltage side-line terminal.
stays at low potential at the incidence of a transient overvoltage on the high-voltage side-line
terminal. The stress corresponding to the whole impulse insulation level of the high-voltage side
will therefore be distributed along the series winding only. This represents a correspondingly
higher turn-to-turn voltage. compared with an overvoltage across the low-voltage side , distributed
along the common winding.

3.5 \foltage regulation in system-interconnection autotransformers

Variation of the voltage ratio in an auto-connected transformer may be arranged in different
ways . Some of these follow the underlying principles of 5.1 of lEG 60076-1 . Othe rs do not
because the number of effective turns is changed in both wind ings simultaneously.

a 
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The tapping turns will be either at the neutral terminal or at the joint between the common and
the series windings (common point) (see figure 6).

3.5.1 Tapping turns at the neutral

I--_X

Regulat ion at the neutral simultaneously increases or decreases the number of turns in both the high-voltage
and low-voltage windings but the rat io between the windings changes . This type of regulation will be insufficient
in the sense that it requ ires many regulat ing turns for the spec ified range of variation of ratio . Therefore. the
volts per turn in the transformer will vary considerably across the tapping range (variable flux). The phenomenon
ge ts more pronounced the closer the rat io of the transformer approaches unity (Iowa value) . This has to be
covered by a corresponding over-dimensioning of the magnetic circuit . It will also resu lt in unequal voltages per
slep .

The obvious advantage of regulat ion in the neutral is that the tapping wind ing and the tap-changer will be close
to neutral potential and require only low insulation level to earth.

Figure 6 - Tapping turns at the common neutral

3.5 .2 Tapping turns at the X-terminal

Regulation arranged at the auto-interconnection in the transformer (the low-voltage side-line
terminal) requires the tapping winding and tapchanger to be designed with the insulation level
of the X-terminal. They will be directly exposed to steep-front voltage transients from lightning
or switching surges. Figure 7 shows a number of different arrangements.
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a)

t-<-,......X

b)

x

a) The number of turns in the common winding remains unchanged. This is a logical choice if the low-voltage
system voltage remains relat ively constant while the high-voltage system voltage is more variable .

b) This alternative is the opposite to a) . The number of turns facing the high-voltage system voltage remains
constant , wh ile the ef fective number of turns of Ihe low-voltage side varies ,

c) The number of turns is constant on the high-voltage side, but for a specific number of reconnected turns. the
ratio varies more than In case b) . Case b) on the other hand permits plus-minus utilization of the tapping
winding by reversing II as indicated in the figure .

Figure 7 - Tapping turns at the lower voltage terminal

4 Zero-sequence properties - neutral load current and earth fault conditions,
magnetic saturation and inrush current

This clause outlines the characteristics of three-phase transformers and banks of single-phase
transformers with regard to asymmetrical three-phase service conditions.

There are differences depending on the geometry of the magnetic circuit and on the
combination of three-phase connections of the windings.

The asymmetrical conditions comprise transient disturbances as well as. asymmetries during
continuous service, giving rise to:

- temporary loss of symmetry of three-phase voltages and, consequently, of the symmetry
of magnetization of the core;

- temporary or permanent asymmetry of load currents, particularly current in the neutral.
which will affect the voltage stability, leakage flux and core magnetization.

4 .1 Introduction of the symmetrical components of a three-phase system

A short explanation of the conventional analytical method called symmetrical components ,
which is frequently referred to in power system analysis. is given in 4.1.1. For further
information on this method and its application , see textbooks on power system analysis.

10 
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A further explanation regarding the practical aspects of earthing of the system through
transformer neutrals is given in 4.1.2.

4 .1.1 Principles and terminology of symmetrical components of voltage and current

The method, as conventionally applied, presupposes synchronous and sinusoidal voltages and
currents , linked by circuit elements in the form of constant impedance or admittance, with
equal value for the three phases. These assumptions imply that all circuit equations are linear,
and that changes of var iables by linear transformations are possible . One such transformation
is that of symmetrical components.

In the general asymmetrical case, the three individual phase voltages or phase current have
unequal amplitudes and are not spaced equally in time (not 120 electrical degrees apart). The
sum of the momentary values may be different from zero. The phasor picture is an
asymmetrical star. The vectorial sum of the three phasors does not necessarily form a closed
triangle (non-zero sum) .

It is however always possible to replace the original three asymmetrical variables by a
combination of the following three symmetrical components :

- a positive sequence component having a fully symmetrical, ordinary set of three-phase
voltages or currents ;

- a negative sequence component having another symmetrical set, but with opposite phase
sequence;

- a zero sequence component having the same phasor value in all three phases with no
phase rotation .

The two first components each have zero sum at every instant. The third component
represents the residual , non-zero sum of the original variables , with one-third appearing in
each phase.

The advantage of the method of symmetrical components for calculat ion of voltages and
currents is that the original system of three coupled equations with three unknown variables is
replaced by three separate, single-phase equations with one unknown, one for each
component. Each equation makes use of the relevant impedance or admittance parameters for
the respective component.

The solution of the equations for the separate symmetrical components are then superposed
back, phase by phase, to obtain the phase voltages or currents of the real system.

The algorithms for transformation of the original phase quantities into symmetrical components
and back again can be found in appropriate textbooks.

4 .1.2 Practical aspects

The properties of the components have the following practical consequences with regard to
currents and voltages.

- The three line currents in a system without earth return or neutral conductor have zero
sum. Their transformation into symmetrical components contains positive and negative
sequence components but no zero-sequence component.

The currents from a system to a delta-connected windfng have this property.

11
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_ If there is neutral current to earth or through a neutral conductor (fourth wire), then the
system of phase currents may have a zero-sequence compo~ent. This is a normal condition
in four-wire distribution systems with single-phase loads applied between phase and neutral.
High-voltage transmission lines do not normally carry any intentional neutral load current. To
the extent that load asymmetry exists, it rather has the character of load between two
phases which results in a negative-sequence component, but no zero-sequence component.

- A zero-sequence component is defined as existing in phase. and with the same
amplitude, in all three phases . A zero-sequence component of current is , consequently,
precisely one-third of the neutral current.

- The set of line-to-Iine voltages across a delta-connected winding have zero sum,
because of the closed connection, and consequently do not contain any zero-sequence
voltage component. But inside the delta winding, there may flow zero-sequence current, a
short-circuit current circulating around the delta, which is induced from another winding
(see 4.5).

4.2 Impedance parameters for symmetrical components

The impedance (or admittance) parameters of different elements of the system may be
different for the three components. In practice, components such as transformers and reactors
have equal parameters for positive sequence and negative sequence impedance. For a
transformer, they are taken as the values measured during the routine tests.

The zero-sequence parameters of a transformer, however, are different. It may be that
transformers haVing equal values of positive-sequence reactance still have unequal zero
sequence characteristics depending on the type of magnetic circuit. the connection and
location of the different winding, the way of guiding leakage flux, etc .

In some cases, a zero-sequence impedance will be non-linear. This is described with reference
to the physics of the transformer in the following clauses. They also provide some approximate
quantitative estimates for general gUidance . If more accurate evidence about a specific
transformer is wanted , measurements of its zero-sequence characteristics may be carried out
as a special test, on request (see 10.7 of IEC 60076-1).

4.3 Single-line equivalent diagram of the transformer for zero-sequence phenomena

The fundamentals of the symmetrical 'component method have been outlined in 4.1, 4.1.1,
4.1.2 and 4.2. It was stated that the analysis of asymmetrical, linear, sinusoidal phenomena is
handled in the form of simultaneous, single-phase equations, one for each component. For
positive and negative sequence, the transformer is represented with its normal no-load and
short-circuit impedances but, for zero-sequence, the diagram is sometimes different,
depending on the design. Quantitative information about the zero-sequence parameters can be
found in this subclause.

12 
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Figure 8 - Zero-sequence diagram for two-winding transformer

The equivalent diagram of a two-winding three-phase transformer for zero -sequence is
composed of a series impedance and a shunt branch . In figure 8. the sum of the two series
impedance elements ZA and Ze is equal to the ordinary short-circu it impedance for positive
sequence current. The subdivision between the two elements is arbitrary . and either ca n be put
equal to zero .

Zm is a magnetiz ing impedance . the order of magnitude of which depends on the design of the
magnetic circuit. A five -l imb core or a shell-form three-phase magnetic circuit presents very
high magnetizing impedance for zero-sequence voltage (see 4.4 ).

A three-limb core . on the other hand . has a moderate magnetizing impedance for zero
sequence voltage. This impedance is non-linear with the current or voltage magnitude and
var ies from design to des ign . The yoke leakage flux (see 4.4) induces flow of eddy currents
around the whole tank . Th ere is, therefore. a difference between transformers having
corrugated tanks of th in steel sheet and those having tanks of flat boilerplate . For bo ilerplate
tank transformers , the per unit zero-sequence impedance is. in general, of the order of 0.25
to 1,0 when the neutral current 3 x to is equal to the rated current of the winding. The general
var iat ion of impedance with current is shown in figure 9,

For a new transformer, the manufacturer will perform a measurement of the zero-sequence
impedance on request (see 10 .1.3 and 10.7 of IEC 60076-1).

0

r-: .....

......

50

100 0;'

a
a 0.5 1,0 1.5

(3 x fJ)lI,

Figure 9 - Variation with current of zero-sequence magnetizing impedance
of three-limb transformer without a delta winding
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The consequences for particular cases of transformer connections are described in 4.3.1
and 4.3.2.

4.3.1 YNyn transformer without additional delta winding

When both winding neutrals 'are connected to effectively earthed systems. zero-sequence
current may be transferred between thesystems, meeting low impedance in the transformer.
The system impedances are not. in this case. larger than the transformer ser ies impedance.
With a three-limb core. the moderate magnetizing impedance is not negligible. It lowers the
effective through impedance of the transformer to approximately 90 % to 95 % of the positive
sequence short-circuit impedance. With a five-limb core cr a shell-form transformer. there is no
such reduction.

If the opposing winding system does not accept zero-sequence current. the input impedance of
either winding is the magnetizing impedance. which is dependent on the magnetic circuit
design as outlined above.

If the opposing winding system has its neutral earthed through an impedance element Zn. this
is represented in the zero -sequence diagram by an additional series impedance equal to 3Zn
(see figure 10).

Figure 10 - YNyn transformer with neutral earthing impedance 
zero-sequence representation

4.3 .2 YNynd, or YNyn + d transformer

This is a three-winding combination. There is a star configuration of series impedance elements.
in combination with the 'magnetizing impedance for zero-sequence. In figure 11, ZA + Zc is the
short-circuit impedance between winding A and the delta-connected third winding C. within which
a zero-sequence current may circulate (see 4.5). This impedance is the input impedance for zero
sequence current from system I into winding A.

Similarly, the impedance for zero-sequence current from system" into wind ing B is ZB + Zc.
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Figure 11 - YNynd transformer - zero-sequence representation

The magnetizing impedance Zm which is also indicated in figure 11, is usually neglected in
calculations for th is winding combination. It is accepted that the zero-sequence impedances of
the diagram differ somewhat from values measured with positive sequence current. The
difference depends on the arrangement of the windings with respect to each other and usually
stays within 10 % to 15 %.

4.4 Magnetizing impedance under asymmetrical conditions - zero-sequence voltage
and magnetic circuit geometry

For several reasons, the symmetry of three-phase voltages in transmission systems under
normal service conditions is maintained quite well and does not in general cause any concern
for the operation of the transformer .

During asymmetrical earth faults in the network , the system of phase-to-earth voltages
contains a zero-sequence component. The degree of asymmetry depends on the method of
system earthing. The system is characterized by an earth fault factor which is , briefly. the ratio
between phase-to-earth a .c . voltage on an unfaulled phase during the fault and the
symmetrical phase-to-earth voltage prior to the fault. This is of importance with regard to
insulation coordination.

If the three-phase limbs of a transformer are subjected to a system of induced voltages which
contains a zero-sequence component (i .e . has a non-zero sum), then the reaction depends on
the magnetic circu it geometry and the connection of the wind ings .

In a three-limb core type transformer (see figu re 12) , the unequal flux contributions from the
three limbs do not cancel in the yokes . The residual , zero-sequence flux instead completes its
path outside the iron core. This represents high reluctance and a low magnetizing impedance
for zero-sequence voltage. Quantitative information is given in 4.3. The phenomenon of
considerable flux leaving the magnetic circuit and closing outside may also occur during
switching transient conditions.
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: [OOJ[OOJ : DOD[]
Figure 12 - Zero-sequence magnetization o! three-limb and five-limb cores

In a five-limb core type transformer (see figure 12), the unwound outer limbs present a low
reluctance return path . where zero-sequence flux may pass . The corresponding magnetizing
impedance is high , as for normal positive-sequence flux . The same applies for shell-form
three-phase transformers , and . of course . for a bank of three separate single-phase units .

However. applied zero-sequence voltage and current is also influenced by the winding three
phase connection ; see the following clauses.

4.5 Zero-sequence and delta windings

The phase-to-phase voltages across a delta-connected winding automatically sum up to zero
because of the closed triangle connection. Alternatively. a delta winding can be looked on as a
short circu it with regard to zero-sequence voltages.

Zero-sequence current cannot be exchanged between the three terminals of the delta winding
and an external system . But a circulating short-circuit current may be induced from another
(YN-connected) wind ing (see figure 13). The zero-sequence impedance of the transformer,
seen from the other winding, has the character of a short-circuit impedance between the other
winding and the delta wind ing . For quantitative information, see 4.3.

p

p -

Figure 13 - Zero-sequence short-circuit current induced in a delta winding
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4.6 Zero-sequence and zigzag windings

In a zigzag connected winding (see figure 14) , each 11mb of the transformer carries part
windings from two phases which have opposite winding directions. The number of ampere
turns of a zero-sequence current component cancel out on each limb , with no resulting
magnetization. The current meets only a low short-circuit impedance associated with the
leakage flux between the part windings on the limb (see also 4.7.3) .

fJ __ 1

I
fJ _I -

I
fJ I -

3fJ

Figure 14 - A zigzag connected winding inherently balanced
for zero-sequence current

4.7 Zero-sequence impedance properties of different transformer connections

Previous subclauses have described zero-sequence characteristics of specific magnetic
circuits and of specific individual windings in transformers. This subclause summarizes the
zero-sequence characteristics of whole transformers having usual winding combinations.

Table 1 indicates approximate zero-sequence impedance values for two and three-winding
combinations when either of the windings is excited from a system. This table as it stands is
valid for designs with concentric windings, here numbered (1) - (2) - (3) with (1) as the
outermost winding . The winding symbols in the first column are written in the same order. It is
unimportant which one is the high-voltage winding .

The following subclauses provide further descriptive text.

In table 1, the symbol YN indicates that the winding neutral is earthed directly or via a low
impedance. Symbol Y indicates that the neutral is not connected to earth.

Percentage figures , when given, are in relation to the usual reference impedance (J2/S.

Some connections are marked with an asterisk («) , In these cases, the zero-sequence current
in the excited winding is not balanced by current in any other winding. The zero -sequence
impedance is then a magnetizing impedance of relatively high or very high value, depending on
the magnetic circuit.

In all other cases, there is current balance between the windings. and the zero-sequence
impedance is equal to, or at least close to, the ordinary short-circuit impedance between the
windings involved.

The table only indicates the contribution of the transformer itself. Impedances of associated
systems are regarded as negligible.
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This means that. in the zero-sequence diagram representa tion . a YN outpu t wind.ing is
regarded as having all three phases short-circuited to earth .

Table 1 - Zero-sequence impedances, typical values

Impedance %

Winding
Excit ed wind ing. 3-limb core

EXcited .,..ind ing .
Subclausessymbol 5-l imb core (or shell)

(1) (2 ) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

YN Y .
~ 50 - =10' - 4.3 . 4.4

Y YN . - = 60 - = 10· 4.3.4.4

YN YN a,2' 2 a~1 2 Z' 2 Z' Z 4.7.1

YN D a,z '2 - Z'2 - 4.7.2

D YN - aZz12 - 4 .7 .2

YN Y Y' = 50 - - = 10' - - 4.3 .4.4

Y YN Y' - = 60 - - = 10' - 4.3.4.4

Y Y YN" - - = 70 - - = 10' 4 .3.4.4

YN YN Y a,2' 2 aZz ' 2 - Z' 2 Z'Z - 4.7.1

YN Y YN - a3z'3 Z,3 - z\3 4.7 .1

Y YN YN - a3zZ3 - Z23 Z23 4.7 .1

YN YN D a, (z,+ Zzlz3) az(zz +z,IZ3) - Z, +z 21z3 z2 + z,IZ3 - 4.7.2

YN 0 0 a,(z l +zz lz3 ) - - Z, + z21z3 - - 4.7.2

YN Y 0 - - Z,3 - - 4.7 .2

. 0 YN YN - a2(zz +z ,I Z3) 33(z3 + z, lzz I - Z2 + z, lz3 Z3 +z,fzz 4.7 .2

0 YN Y - a2z,Z - - z'z - 4.7 .2

0 Y YN - - a3z,3 - - Z'3 4 .7 .2

0 YN 0 - a2(z2 + zJ Z31 - - Zz+ ZJZ3 - 4.7 .2

NOTES

1 Z,Z. z \3 and Z23 are short-c ircuit posi tive-sequence impedances.

2 z, =
Z'2 + Z13 - Z23

• sim ilarly z2 and Z3
2

3 Z,' Z2
--=t.L similarly Z l ~ Z 3 and 2211z3
z, + Z2

4 a -, 32 and a3 are mult ip lying factors generally in the range 0.8 < 3, < a2 < a3 < 1

5 Part ic ular aspe cts of zero-sequence impedance propert ies are given in 4.7 .1. 4.7.2 and 4.7.3.

6 Connections marked with an aster is k (0 ) indic ate cases where the zero-sequence impedance is a magnetiz ing
impedance of relatIvely high or very high value. depending on the na ture of the magnet ic circui t.
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4.7.1 YNyn or YNauto without delta winding

The transformer receives and transfers zero-sequence current between the two systems,
provided that the neutrals are earthed. It then presents normal short-circuit impedance for the
current.

If the neutral of an auto-connected transformer is not earthed, transfer of zero -sequence
current is still possible but it meets a different impedance.

If no transfer of incoming zero-sequence current from a system to the opposing system is
possible, then the transformer presents magnetizing impedance to the current. This
magnetizing impedance is very high in five-limb core-form transformers, in shell-form
transformers, and also in a bank of three single-phase transformers.

4.7.2 YNd or Dyn or YNynd or YNyn + d (equalizer winding)

The transformer presents low impedance (of short-circu it impedance character) to zero
sequence current from an effectively earthed system into a yn-connected winding . A circulating
current around the delta winding provides compensating ampere-turns (see figure 15) .

fJ

fJ

-

3fJ

Figure 15 - The function of an equalizer winding

This is why an additional delta-connected equalizer winding in a Yy transformer (or bank of
three single-phase transformers) serves to reduce the zero-sequence impedance of the
connected system and thereby its earth fault factor (see 4.4) . A consequence is that the
prospective earth fault current increases.

It is important to ensure that the short-circuit withstand strength of a tertiary delta winding or an
equalizer winding is sufficient for the maximum induced zero -sequence current during an earth
fault in either of the connected systems. Alternatively, built- in current-limiting reactors may be
connected inside the delta in order to bring down the induced fault current to a tolerable value .

4.7.3 Yzn or ZNy

The transformer presents low impedance (of short-circuit impedance character) to zero
sequence current from the Z side system. There is inherent ampere-turn balance for the zero
sequence current within the Z-winding itself.
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This is why a transformer with a ZN-connected winding is used to provid~ a. neutral point f?r
connection of a neutral earthing impedance to a system when the windIng of the mam
transformer is a delta winding. The Z-connected transformer is referred to as an earthing
transformer or neutral coupler; see section 6 of IEC 60289. The same function can be achieved
with a winding combination YNd on the earthing transformer.

If the Y side has its neutral connected to earth (YNzn), the transformer presents magnetizing
impedance to zero-sequence from that side, about the same as YNyn above . The Z-winding,
which is inherently balanced for zero-sequence, cannot provide compensating ampere-turns for
zero-sequence current in the opposing V-winding.

4.8 Continuous zero-sequence loading (neutral point current)

A single-phase load on a three-phase transformer may be placed either between phases or
between phase and neutral.

In the first case. the system of currents on the primary and secondary sides contain positive
and negative sequence components, but not zero-sequence. The distribution of phase currents
on the primary side of the transformer depends on the three-phase connection. It is not
possible to convert a single-phase load to a symmetrical three-phase load on the primary side
by a particular transformer connection. The allowable loading is referred to rated current of the
respective windings .

If the load is drawn between phase and neutral of the transformer, there may be other
restrictions than those given by the rated current of the winding. Subclause 8.1 of IEC 60076-1
requires that the neutral terminal shall always be dimensioned for the recognised earth fault
current and for continuous load current through the neutral when specified (this is a normal
condition for distribution transformers). It is required in annex A of IEC 60076-1 that an enquiry
shall contain information on:

- the intended method of operation of the system to which the transformer windings will be
connected, particularly when an equalizer winding is specified;

- any anticipated unbalanced loading .

In line with what has been described in the previous subclauses, a secondary winding neutral
may in general be continuously loaded as follows, depending on winding connections, magnetic
circuit design , and system earthing:

- a Dyn transformer neutral may be loaded with rated current of the winding;

- a YNyn transformer with both neutrals earthed may be loaded with rated current through
its neutrals. provided that the system earthing permits this (with regard to voltage
asymmetry);

- a Z-connected winding neutral may be loaded with rated current;

- a Yyn + d transformer (a transformer provided with an equalizer winding) may have its
secondary neutral terminal loaded with current up to the rated current. provided that the
delta-connected winding has a power rating equal to at least one-third of the power rating of
the secondary winding. (The circulating current per phase of the tertiary winding balances
the zero-sequence current in the secondary winding, which is, by definition, one-third of the
current in the neutral);
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in a Yynd transformer which has a loadable tertiary, this tertiary will function in the same
way as an equalizer winding (see previous indent). Any circulating current in the delta
winding will combine with the external load current of that winding. (The total current may be
measured if there are current transformers inside the delta connection in the transformer);

- a Yyn transformer without any additional delta-connected winding does not provide well
defined symmetry of the phase voltages. (This case presupposes that the primary neutral is
not earthed.)

- a three-limb, core-form distribution transformer having a Yyn connection is not in general
suitable for loading between phase and neutral. The voltage asymmetry will be objectionable
if the neutral carries more than about 10 % of the rated current of the winding. Therefore,
mixed connections,· Dyn or Yzn, are preferred for distribution transformers feeding four-wire
distribution systems;

- a medium-size, medium voltage transformer with this connection may carry about 25 %
of the rated current for a duration of 2 h to an arc-suppression coil, in addition to full
symmetrical load, without thermal risk. Such requirements should, however be specifically
confirmed.

4.9 Magnetic circuit reluctance and magnetizing impedance. steady-state saturation under
abnormally high power frequency voltage

An equivalent single-line diagram of the power transformer contains a shunt element,
representing the excitation current of the magnetic circuit. In normal service. this current is
very small and negligible, e.g. in conjunction with voltage drop calculations, which justifies the
pattern of the equivalent circuit (see clause 7). In other words, the magnetizing inductance is
very high. In terms of magnetization characteristics, the reluctance which the magnetic flux
encounters is very low, Le. the path of the main flux is easily magnetized.

If a power frequency voltage applied across the windings of any limb of the transformer is
abnormally high, the core material gets saturated during part of each half-cycle. During the
saturated condition, the magnetic reluctance increases considerably. A peaked. drastically
increased magnetizing current is drawn from the power source.

During phenomena with saturation of the core, there is also a considerable flux outside the
core-steel, between the core and the winding. This may induce high eddy currents in metallic
parts outside the windings, resulting in local heating and discharges across unintentional
contacts.

A phenomenon which may give rise to local saturation in a transformer is the excessive
magnetic leakage flux occurring during the flow of heavy overload current. The leakage flux
passes between the windings and part of it has a return path through the magnetic circuit. In
addition, it is likely that, under these conditions, the service voltage is also abnormal. The
combined result may' be unforeseen saturation conditions in certain parts of the core.

4.10 Transient saturation. inrush current

When a transformer is suddenly energized with full system voltage. a random saturation
phenomenon may occur, which is usually referred to as an inrush current (see figure 16).

In steady state, the volt-time integral of a full half-cycle of unidirectional voltage between two
zero passages, applied across a phase of the winding, corresponds to the flux swing from full
density in one direction to full density in the other direction.
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Immediately upon energization, however, a disturbed t~an~ien~ condition <><:curs. Depending .on
the direction of the existing remanence in the magnetic Circuit and the pomt-of-wave at which
the voltage is applied, the transient flux density may reach the saturation limit of the core-s~eel

and have to rise above that value, before the applied voltage changes sign. The transient
magnetizing current amplitude may reach any peak value up to a maximum which may be
higher than the rated current and approach the through-fault short-circuit current of the
transformer.

Best case:
no transient

Maximum offset

Worst case:
maximum oIrsetplus
adYerse~ce

Flgur. 16 -Inrush transl.nts

From the description of the phenomenon, it is evident that it is a random occurrence which
develops in full only now and then in several energizations. The Inrush current from the system
appears with different magnitude in different phases. When a delta-connected winding or a
star-connected winding with effectively earthed neutral is energized, the phenomenon is linked
to the individual limb , while in a star winding without neutral current connection, a combination
of two-limb windings in series is' initially involved.

When high inrush current occurs, it is always offset and appears with high amplitudes of one
polarity only. The inrush current therefore contains a d.c. component which decays in less than
1 s. The decay time is longer for transformers having low-loss core material and it tends to be
longer for large transformers. This d.c. component and the high harmonic content of the current
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are of importance to relay protection circuits. It may also cause saturation effects in an already
energized transformer with which the switched transformer is connected in parallel. The
phenomenon is accompanied by a considerable thud sound , and it takes many seconds. or
even minutes, before the humming of the transformer returns to normal.

The prospective extreme value of inrush current. expressed as a multiple of rated current,
depends on the selected service flux density of the transformer design. Higher values are
encountered with present-day core materials than in the past. The configuration of the windings
is also important e.g. whether an inner or outer winding of a concentric pair is energized. An
outer winding has higher air-core inductance and will draw lower inrush current from the
system.

4.11 Geomagnetica/ly induced current and parasitic, currents from d.c. systems

A high-voltage a.c. system which is effectively earthed through its transformer neutrals
prov ides a low-resistance path for d.c . or quasi-d.c. current flowing in the crust of the earth .

Geomagnetically induced currents are encountered mostly in temperate zones of the earth with
high-resistivity gravel soil. They appear as slowly vary ing pulses (several minutes) with a
magnitude of tens of amperes in transformer neutrals.

Parasitic currents are earth-return currents from d.c. traction systems. cathodic protection
systems etc. They may reach a magnitude of a few amperes in the neutral.

When a transformer is subjected to such d.c. current in the neutral , this results in a d.c .
magnetization bias of the magnetic circuit. The magnetization current becomes strongly
asymmetrical to a degree which will compensate the impressed d.c. current. It also has a high
harmonic content. These d.c. currents have several consequences.

- The transformer sound level will increase significantly.

- The current harmonics may cause relay malfunction and false tr ipping.

- The harmonics may even cause considerable stray flux overheating.

The severity of the phenomena is dependent on the ability of the d.c . current to magnetize the
core and also on the core design.

5 Calculation of short-cIrcuit currents in three-winding, three-phase transformers
(separate winding transformers and auto-connected transformers) with earthed neutrals

5.1 General

Short-circuit current calculations in three-phase a.c. systems are described in IEC 60909.
IEC 60909-1 and IEC 60909-2.

Clause 5 provides equations for the calculation of currents flowing through the different
windings and terminals of the transformer during system faults of different types .

The connection of the transformer is YNyn d or YNauto d (or YNyn + d or YNauto + d if the
third winding is a non-Ioadable stabilizing winding).
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5.2 Notations of systems and windings

The three windings and their assoc iated systems are referred to with roman numerals.

I is the high-voltage winding or system .

II is the intermediate voltage winding or system.

III is the tertiary or stabilizing winding .

Windings I and II are V-connected with earthed neutrals.

The three line terminals of each winding are referred to with the capital letters A, Band C.

A phase winding in the V-connected winding is identified with the same letter as its line
terminal. A phase winding in the delta-connected tertiary is identified with two letters, AB, BC
and CA.

Symmetrical components of YOItage. current. or impedance are identified with indices +, -, 0 in
superscript position. for example:

Z;, the positive-sequence impedance of system I;

U,~ the zero-sequence voltage of system II.

The complex three-phase phase-shift operator is

1 .J3 ,21t
a =--+j-=e 3

2 2

2 1 . .J3 ,"It
a =---J-=e 3

2 2

5.3 Transformer parameters

Reference power for percentage notations:

S, (the rated power of the main windings I and II) .

Reference voltages for the windings:

UI• UII. UIII (the rated voltages of the windings).

Reference currents of the windings:

I" 'II. 1111 (the rated currents of the windings).

The reference impedances of the windings. consequently:

2
UJI

Z'(II) = 
S,

The index within the brackets indicates the voltage system to which the impedance is referred.
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Definition of per unit or percentage values of impedance:

is the impedance in ohms per phase between windings I and II referred to voltage I;

is the impedance in ohms per phase between windings I and II referred to voltage II ;

is the impedance in per unit (or percentage) between windings I and II. This
expression depends on the power rating S, and is independent of the voltage side .

All per unit or percentage expressions of voltages, currents or impedances are identified with
lower-case letters instead of capitals.

The transformation of the three-winding system into a star equivalent network and the
calculation of the branch impedances, expressed in per unit form are as follows :

ZI = Y.(ZI. II + ZI. III - Zll. III)

ZII = y,,(ZIi. III + ZI . II - ZI , III)

ZIII = y,,(ZI . III + ZII. III - ZI. II)

Symmetrical component impedances are as follows.

The positive-sequence impedances are by definition identical to the conventional transformer
impedances for symmetrical three-phase current.

The negative-sequence impedances of the transformer are equal to the positive-sequence
impedance.

The zero-sequence short-circuit impedance between the two main windings normally differs
marginally from the conventional impedance. The difference is of the order of 10 % to 20 % of
the conventional impedance, up or down, depending on wind ing arrangements. If, however,
additional zero-sequence impedance is installed by adding built-in reactors to the delta winding,
the zero-sequence impedance will be much higher.

5.4 Impedances of systems I and 1/

The system impedances are denoted with index s in order to distinguish them from transformer
short-circuit impedances. They are short-circuit impedances, as seen from the transformer.

Positive and negative-sequence impedances are assumed to be equal , but the zero-sequence
impedances are higher:

Z;I =Z~

~I =kZ;1

where 1 s k s 3 (effectively earthed).
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Analogous relations apply for system II.

Tertiary system impedance does not intervene in any of the calculations presented below .

The transformer neutrals of windings I and II. or the common auto-connection neutrals. are
connected to station earth without any additional impedance which would otherwise make an
addit ion to the zero-sequence impedance.

5.5 Summary of cases studied In this subclause

Case 1: Single-phase earth fault on system II (figure 17a)

Case 2: Single-phase earth fault on system I (figure 18a)

Case 3: Two-phase earth fault on system II (figure 19a)

Case 4: Two-phase earth fault on system I (figure 20a)

Case 5: Three-phase short circuit on terminal II

Case 6: Three-phase short circuit on term inal I

Case 7: Three-phase short circuit on winding III.

For cases 1 to 4, additional figures (17b to 20b) have been included to show the flow of
currents in a three-phase diagram of the transformer with the associated system lines. The
figures show auto-transformer connections but the calculation is also valid for separate winding
connections.

These additional figures (17b to 20b) also indicate the equivalent single-line impedance
network which corresponds to the calculation of short-circuit current by the symmetrical
component method. This impedance network contains three blocks, for the positive, negative
and zero-sequence impedance elements, respectively. .
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I'IA '~IIA

V Ifau l

V'- -:..!:-

Fig ure 17. - Case 1: Single-ph... e.rth fault on system II

Z + =
(Zl.I l +Z; )Z; II

Z I.II + Z; +Z;II
z:; z:;,

~H Z - =
(Zl.I l + Z~ )Z; II

ZUI +Z;, + Z;II

2';"

o (Z,? +Z')Z~II

.f 2f,
Z = 0 0

ZII + Z '+ Zsll

z? t,!. ~,

(zfl+~~,
with z =

zfl +~ +~,

Figure 17b - Case 1: Three-phase c ircuit d lagr.m and symmetrical compon~t Impedance network

Figure 17 - Case 1
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All impedances are referred to system II.

For this case, see annex A, case 1:

+L-.n
/

1 Un
~I = ~J ='11 = = r;:x

'13 Z

where Z =Z+ +Z- + ZO =2Z+ + ZO (because Z+ =Z- )

(1 )

(2)

The current in the fault is

Branch currents

o .f3XUII
3/11 = Z (3)

From phase A of the syStem II (faulted phase):

Transformer winding II, phase A:

Phase B (unfautted phase):

Component currents in winding I:

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

where
zOfJ = (/- ~I) = 1(1--)
z21

Winding I, phase A:

Other phase:
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Current circulating in delta winding:

I'B ~)
Is'A I'A ~

~ I,oc
~

1'18•
'fault I'IA-- •

v:

(11 )

NOTE - This case is analogo us with case 1. All quantit ies could be obtained from case 1 just by switch ing
indices I and II.

Figure 18a - Case 2: Single.phase earth fault on system I

Z,"
-

z:.1l I

Z,"
~

z;,

zfl ...0",- -
z?[

1 Il ~

z: = (Z',II+z;,,>z;,
Z,.II+Z;, + Z;II

z,

ZO = (Z,
O
+ Z' )Z~ ,

Z? +Z'+ ~t

z?,

Figure 18b - Case 2: Three-phase circuit diagram and symmetrical component Impedance networte

Figure 18 - Case 2
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All impedances are referred to system I.

Forthis case. see annex A, case 1:

where Z = Z+ +Z- + ZO = 2Z+ + ZO (because Z+ = Z- )

The current in the fault is

Branch currents

From phase A of system I (faulted phase):

• _ 0 + 0 Z+ ZO
'slA =/51 +/51 +/51=2/51 +151 =2-. x l « -0 xl

Zsl £$1

Transformer winding I, phase A:.

IIA =3/-/stA = 2u+ -/~) + 10 -/~

Phase B (unfaulted phase):

Component currents in winding II:

Phase currents:

o +
'IIB = 'II - III

30
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(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21 )
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Current ci rculating in delta winding:

Zo 0
V I II + Z sll ZO

/11I = c: x 0 0 0 x /(1- 0 )
VIII x ,, 3 ZII + Z sll + ZIII ZSI

"B

"A

' liA

IliB I,

I,~ / ',,~--

V
" aut!.

V~ -

liB

(22)

Figure 19a - Case 3: Two-phase earth fault on system II

z;

Z + = (ZI,I I + Z; I)Z; II

ZI.II + Z;I + Z;II

z: = (ZUI + Z,;j)zili

Z I,I I + Z,;j +Zill

Figure 19b - Case 3: Thrw-phase circuit diagram and syrnmelric:al component Impedance lllItwor1l

Figure 19 - Case 3
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All impedances are referred to system II.

For this case (see annex A, case 2), the components of voltage are

\.ii = \'Ii = \tiP = \'II = ~ x~
3 .,.3 Z+

1 1 1 1 Z+ +2Z0
where -=-+-+-= (because Z+ =Z-)

Z Z+ Z- zO Z+ X ZO

°Thus "I, = Z x!:!!!.
3 Z+ -zz" ...[3

Components of fault current:

+ + UII + UII ZO
, xZ =--VII = ';:3 (1- )

...[3 .,.~ Z+ +2Z0

r = VI, =~x -Zo
Z - J3 Z+(Z+ +2Zo)

P ~ ~I -1
=-ZJ =73 x z' +2ZJ

Component currents in system II:

/+ r: Z+
sll= x-

Z;,

t: r z: r Z+sll= x-= x-
Z~f1 Z;II

o ° ZO'sll =, x-o-
ZSIl

Phase currents in system II:

, + 2 " 0
sliC = a/sil + a /sll + 'sll
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(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

 



Component currents in transformer winding II:

/+ 1+ 1+ 1+(1 ' Z+II = - 511 = --)
~I

z: z'
Iii = r - I~I = r(1 - -_-) = r(1 - -)

Zsll ~II

o 0 0 0 zO
III =I -/sli =I (1-~)

511

Currents in the phases of winding II:

I
+ - 0

IIA = III + III + III

2 /+ 1- 10
IllS = a II + a II + II

+ 21- 10
Ille = alII + a II + II

Component currents in line and winding I:

c VII +
= - X IIII

VI

r VII -
= - x IIII

VI

I? VII ~I 0
- -x x III
- VI ~1+zP+~1I

Phase currents:

Current circulating in delta winding:
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(29)

(30)

(31 )

(32)

(33)
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Isle:-..-04-----.

•

•

1,...

NOTE - This case is analogous with case 3. All quantit ies could be obta ined from case 3 just by switching
indices I and II.

Figure 20a - Case 4: Two-phase earth fault on system I

~,

Z+ = (ZI.II +Z;I)Z;I

ZIJI + Z;II + Z;I

o (zfl + Z')Z~ IZ = ---'---'--".-'--
ZO + Z ' + Z OI sl

with

Figure 20b - Case 4: Three-phase circuit diagram and symmetrical component Impedance network

Figure 20 - Case 4

All impedances are referred to system I.
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For this case, the components of voltage are

W=If =~o =~=~x~
I 3 J3 Z+

1 1 1 1 Z+ +2Z0
where - =-- + - + - = (because Z+ =Z- )

Z Z+ Z- ZO Z+ X ZO

V. ZO V
Thus ..J. = x_I

3 Z+ +2Zo J3

Components of fault current:

t: = !:i X Z+ + ZO
J3 Z+(Z++2Zo)

r =~=~x -Zo
z: J3 Z+(Z+ +2Z0)

° 11;0 VI -1, =--=-x----;;-
ZO J3 z: + 2Zo

Component currents in system I:

°,0 = ,0 x!-
51 ZO

51

Phase currents in system I:

+ 2 - ,0
'siC = a/51 +a/51 + 51
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(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)
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Component currents in transformer winding I:

~. =t: -lSi =F (1- Z- )
Z;,

° 0 0 0 ZOI, =1 -1st =1 (1- 0 )
Zsl

Currents in the phase of winding I:

IIA = Ij + Ij + IP

'JB =a 21j +a/j + IP

Component currents in line and winding II:

t- U. 1"
'11=-x'Iu.,

1~=/~Xz!? ; ~ xf
"'" III + n + 511

Phase currents:

IliA = Iti + 'i, + if:
'lia = a 21ti + alii + if:
lue =alti + a 2/i, + I~

Currant circulating in delta winding:
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Case 5: Three-phase short-circuit on terminals 1/

This case contains positive sequence only .

Fault current per phase on system II:

Impedances are referred to system II.

(45)

Current per phase in winding I:

There is no circulating current in winding II I.

Case 6: Three-phase short circuit on terminals I

This case contains positive sequence only .

Fault current per phase :

(46)

1- VI (47)
1- .jJ X Z+

With Z+ = Z;II + Z(I. II) Impedances are referred to system I.

Current per phase in wind ing II:

There is no circulating current in winding III.

Case 7: Three-phase short circuit on winding /II

This case contains positive sequence only:

Impedances are referred to winding 1/1.

Short-circuit current - line current:

(48)

(49)
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Short-circuit current per phase winding:

1
.[3 x /11I

Fault contribution from systems I and II:

'11(111) = 'III - '1(111)

Currents in windings I and II:

UIII
'I = ~(1 11) xul

ulII
'II = ~I(l ll) xull

6 Parallel operation of transformers In three-phasesystems

(51 )

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

In this clause, parallel operation means direct terminal-to-terminal connection .between
transformers in the same installations. Only two-winding transformers are considered. The
logic is also applicable to banks of three single-phase transformers.

For successful parallel operation. the transformers require:

- the same phase-angle relation - clock-hour number (additional possible combinations
are mentioned below);

- the same ratio with some tolerance and similar tapping range;

- the same relative short-circuit impedance - percentage impedance - with some
tolerance. This also means that the variation of relative impedance across the tapping range
should be similar for the two transformers.

These three conditions are elaborated further in the following subclauses.

It is important that the tender spec if ication for a transformer which is intended for parallel
operation with a specific existing transformer contain the existing transformer information.
Some warnings are prudent in this connection.

- It is not advisable to combine transformers of widely different power rating (say, more
than 1:2). The natural relative impedance for optimal designs varies with the size of the
transformer.

- Transformers built according to different design concepts are likely to present different
impedance levels and different variation trends across the tapping range (see 6.4) .
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- The consequences of a small mismatch of data should not be overestimated. It is not
necessary, for example, to provide precisely the same tapping voltages on two parallel
transformers . The tapping step is usually so small that staggered taps permit reasonable
operation. However, care should be taken where tapping steps are large (see 6.2 and 6.3).

Specified and guaranteed ratio and impedance parameters are subject to tolerances, according to
table 1 and clause 9 of IEC 60076-1. The possibility of tightening up the tolerances in particular
cases with special reference to parallel operation is given in table 1, note 2 of IEC 60076-1.

In practice, a mismatch of relative loading of no more than about 10 % between two
transformers of non- identical designs should be regarded as reasonable.

6.1 Match ing three-phase connections and phase-angle relations

The common three-phase transformers connections shown in figure 21 are derived from annex
D of IEC 60076-1. In each block, one or two clock numbers are indicated by permutation. This
means for example that if the secondary terminals of a transformer with clock number 1 were
quite simply re-named by cyclic permutation (II becomes I, III becomes II and I becomes III) ,
then the phase displacement is changed by 120 electrical degrees to clock number 5.
Consequently, transformers with connection clock numbers differing by 4 or 8 can be
connected in parallel after cyclic permutation of the connections to the line on either side of the
transformer.

It is even possible to combine transformers having clock numbers 1 or 5 with transformers
having clock numbers 11 or 7 by reversing the phase sequence on both sides of either
transformer.

Parallel connections of Dyn and Yzn are not recommended because of different zero sequence
impedance properties.
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Reversed sequence and
cyc lic permutation

11
1

11
5

5

Cyclic permutalJon

Reversed sequence

3
2
1

3
2

1--~----"""---

Hour number

Hour number 1
11

Hour number 5
11

Clock hour number 0 (4 and 8 by permutation)

W A [![W6 [iM 6

W A [lM6 ~ rZ
YyO [)dO

Clock hour number 1 (5 by permutation)

W A {LiJj]6 W ~

@[j<j W-< ~~
Yd1 Dy1 Yz1

Clock hour number 11 (7 by permutation)

W A WJ1jA W A

illill r> W )- ~ l'
Yd11 Dy11 Yz11

Clock hour number 6 (10 and 2 by permutation

W A [illI]6 [[ill 6

lftJ1J y ~9 My
Yy6 Dd6 Dz6

Figure 21 - Common three-phase transformer connections,
and some artificial paralleling possibilities

6.2 Difference in ratio, circulating current

If two transformers with slightly different ratios are energized in parallel, this will give rise to a
circulating current between the transformers. The approximate magnitude of this current is
assessed in the following way.
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Two transformers a and b with rated power Sa and Sb and with relative short-circuit
Impedances ~a and zb are energized in parallel at no load from either side. The difference
between the mduce~ no-load voltages Ua and Ub on the opposite side of the transformers is
expressed as a fraction p of the average voltage, which is assumed to be approximately equal
to the rated voltage Ur :

(56)

This voltage. difference drives the circulating current through the sum of the two parallel
~ransf~rmer Impedances. As these are mainly inductive, the circulating current is also
mducnve.

The circulating current Ie. and the corresponding reactive power Qe, expressed as a fraction of
rated current Ir and rated power Sr of the respective transformers. will be, approximately

(57)

If both transformers have the same rated power and the same relative short-circuit impedance,
these expressions simplify to:

±1!....
2z

(58)

Example:

When p =0,01 of the rated voltage, and z =0,1 per unit (p .u.), the circulating current will be
1/20 of the rated current. This inductive current combines vectorially with the load current.
The arithmetic difference between the resulting currents in the two transformers becomes
quite small as long as the load power factor is relatively high. The condition is indeed less
difficult than often assumed.

The analysis indicates the order of magnitude of current which flows while tapchangers of two
parallel-connected transformers are staggered one step during a leader-follower tapchanging
operation . .

Under certain conditions, staggered tappings may even be deliberately utilized in order to
compensate the reactive part of a circulating current caused by unlike short-circuit impedance
values (see the following subclause).

6.3 Unequal short-circuit impedances

When two transformers have equal short-circuit impedances. this means that they present the
same voltage drop for equal per unit loading (equal load current in per cent of rated current, or
equal load power in per cent of rated power). If connected in parallel. they will share the load in
proportion to their relative rated power values.

When transformers with unequal short-circuit impedance values are connected in parallel, the
transformer with a lower impedance value will take up a higher percentage of its rated power
than will the higher impedance transformer, so .that t~e absolute volta~e drop will be the same
for both transformers. This may cause margmally mcreased combined power loss for the
transformation but. above all. it may restrict the loadability of the installation.
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The unbalance is estimated as follows.

As in the previous subclause. let a and b be two transformers with rated power Sra and Sib•. and
relative impedances za and zb. The transformers have equal ratio . The load to be shared IS S.
The units will take up Sa and Sb respectively:

(59)~=----
Sib

S~=-----
Sra

Example:

Transformer a: Sra = 10 MVA. za = 10 %

b: Sib =20 MVA. Zb =12 %

The combined load is S = 27 MVA, 90 % of the sum of the rated power figures of the
transformers.

The actual loading however becomes:

~=1 ,01; ~=0.84
Sra Sib

Sa = 10 x 1,01 '" 10 MVA; Sb = 20 x 0,84 == 17 MVA

Transformer a is fully loaded , while transformer b has only taken up 84 % of its rated power.

The theoretical loadability of this combination would thus be reduced about 10 % in
comparison with what would be possible if the load had been ideally shared. This should,
however. be regarded as quite reasonable . if it is a question of combining already exlstlnq
transformers. According to IEC 60076-1. the tolerance on specified short-circuit reactance
for a new transformer at the principal tapping is 7,5 % to 10 % of the declared value. For
other tappings, the tolerance is wider.

The influence on combined load loss of the mismatch between the two parallel transformers
is practically negligible.

Sometimes there is a possibility of partially compensating the effect of unlike short-circuit
impedance values by deliberately staggering the tapchangers. This compensation, however,
works only on the reactive component of load current. and is therefore effective only when the

-power factor is relatively low.

6.4 Variation of short-circuit impedance across the tapping range,
influence of winding arrangement

Subclause 5.5 of lEe 60076-1 discusses different ways of specifying impedance in an enquiry
for a transformer with tapchanger regulation . It is pointed out in a note that a complete
specification of the impedance variation across the tapping range wiU dictate the arrangement
of windings in a quite restrictive manner. .

Tolerances on impedance values for individual tappings are dealt with in IEC 60076-1 (clause 9 and
table 1). There is also an alternative method of specifying tappings by boundaries around a
permitted range which may leave more freedom in the practical case (see annex C of IEC 60076-1).,
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Figure 22 illustrates the typical variation pattern of the series impedance for a transformer with a
separate ta~ping winding in ser!es with the high-voltage main winding. The tapping winding may
be placed either on the same side of the low-voltage winding as the main winding figure 22a or
on the opposite side, figure 22b. '

Figure 22 is equally valid for a core-form transformer with concentric windings and for a shell
form transformer with axially stacked windings. Compare, for example, two core-form
transformers with the following winding arrangement, from the core outwards:

- low-VOltage - high-voltage main wind ing - tapping winding, see figure 22a;

- tapping winding - low-VOltage - high-voltage main winding, see figure 22b .

Both arrangements are in use and manufacturers probably standardize on either of them as
their preferred solution in a certain range of rated power and voltage. But the two alternatives
have opposite impedance variation trends across the tapping range .

Variation of active turns in tapping winding causes the variation of the leakage flux pattern and
of the corresponding leakage permeance of the transformer. This latter, when the tapp ing
winding is adjacent to the main HV winding (figure 22a), increases when the regulating turns
are increased in sum with the main winding and decreases when the regulating turns are
increased in subtraction. When the tapping winding is not adjacent to the main HV winding
(figure 22b), the effect of the turn variation on the trend of leakage permeance is exactly
reversed. Moreover, the leakage permeance variation is small for the arrangement of
figure 22a and more important for the arrangement of figure 22b.

The percentage short-circuit impedance (and its variation) reflects the leakage permeance only
(and its variation) and must be independent of the side considered, assuming a constant rated
power as reference. Also the absolute short-circuit impedance variation (in ohms), seen from
the constant turn winding (LV), reflect the leakage permeance variation only.

The above statements are represented in curves (j) of figures 22a and 22b . There is a small
variation for the figure 22a arrangement and a more pronounced variation for the arrangement
in figure 22b .

The absolute short-circuit variation (in ohms), seen from the variable turn winding (HV), reflects
both the leakage permeance variation and the square of the active turns, since it is derived
from a reference value, proportional to the square of the active turns. With the arrangement in
figure 22a, the variation of the square of the ac!iv~ tu~ns has the sam.e trend of the leaka~e
permeance variation and therefore the total vanation IS enhanced. With the arrangement 10

figure 22b, on the contrary, the variation of the active turns has the inverse trend of permeance
variation and therefore the total variation is attenuated. This is represented by curves ~ of
figures 22a and 22b .

These matters are of importance particularly during the detailed analysis of through-fault short
circuit current, depending on actual transformer tappings.
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HV

~ Plus lapping

n Minus lapping
~

Figure 22a - LV winding external to HV
and regulating winding

HV

Plus lapping~

-::»:
Figure 22b - LV winding between HV

and regulating winding

<D Impedance variation in ohms from the untapped winding side (low-voltage)

CZl Impedance variation in ohms from the tapped winding side (high-voltage)

Figure 22 - Variation of Impedance across the tapping range depending
on location of regulating winding

7 Calculation of voltage drop for a specified load, three-winding transformer load loss

7.1 Introduction: the need for voltage drop calculation

The IEC definitions concerning rated power and rated voltage of a transformer imply that rated
power is input power, and that the service voltage applied to the input terminals for the active
power (the primary terminals) should not. in princlple. exceed the rated voltage (see the note
in 4.1 of IEC 60076-1). .
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The maximum output voltage under load is therefore a rated voltage (or tapping voltage) minus
a voltage drop: The output power at rated current and rated input voltage is. in principle, the
rated power minus the power consumption in the transformer (active power loss and reactive
power).

In North America, the MVA rating is based on maintaining the rated secondary voltage by
impressing on the primary winding the voltage necessary to compensate for the voltage drop
across the transformer at rated secondary current and at a lagging power factor of 80 % or
higher. Using this method , the pract ical difference in calculating the 'Voltage drop is minor .
Equations (67) show this contradiction.

The determination of the corresponding rated voltage or tapping voltage which is necessary to
meet a specific output voltage at a specific loading , therefore involves a calculation of voltage
drop, using known or estimated figures of transformer short-circuit impedance. This subclause
derives the expressions which conform to the IEC definitions of ratings and losses of the
transformer.

7.2 The short-circuit impedance and equivalent diagram of a two-winding transformer

The voltage drop of a transformer is defined as the arithmetic difference between the no-load
voltage of a winding and the voltage developed at its terminals at a specified load ; see 3.7.2
of IEC 60076-1, and IEC 60050(421), definition 07-03 . Unless otherwise stated. the voltage
across the other (primary) winding is taken as rated voltage (or tapping voltage, as the case
may be).

The conventional equivalent circuit of the transformer contains a linear series impedance (for a
multi-winding transformer, an impedance network) across which the voltage drop develops.
The series impedance is identified with the short-circuit impedance, measured in a routine test
of the transformer. See the measurement of short-circuit impedance and load loss in 10.4
of IEC 60076-1 . The voltage drop is independent of the actual voltage as the voltage
dependent magnetizing current is neglected in voltage drop calculations.

The test permits separation of the series impedance into a resistance. representing the load
loss, and a reactance:

Z=R +jX

Conventionally, the impedance is expressed in relative form, as a fraction of the reference
impedance Zref of the transformer and expressed in per cent. The relative impedance is written :

z = r + jx
Z

where z = 100--
IZrefl

U2

and Zref, in turn is Zref = sref
ref

Uref is the voltage of the winding, to whic~ Z and !ref are re~erred . (Unless othe~is~ specifi~d,
it is the rated voltage of the winding but, If a particular tapping other than the principal tapping
is referred to the reference voltage may be the tapping voltage instead.) Sref is the reference
value of pow~r for the pair of windings involved. This is normally the rated power of either
winding of the pair but the reference value should always be noted to avoid misunderstanding.
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For a three-phase transformer. Z and Zret are impedances per phase (equivalent star
connection); see 3.7.1 of IEC 60076-1 . According to IEC 60076-1 . the relative , or percentage,
value of impedance is presupposed to be one and the same . regardless which of the two
involved windings is energized and which is short-circuited in the test.

7.3 Description of the load

The load on the transformer is expressed as an arbitrary value S of apparent power (not
identified with rated power) , and a phase angle ;, or as separate values of active and reactive
load , P and Q. Together with this is given the terminal voltage, U2. at which the load is
delivered on the secondary side of the transformer.

The notation follows conventions for complex numbers in polar form (absolute value lSI and
argument Is or ~) or with real and imaginary parts P and jQ, as shown below:

S =151,; =P+ jQ =1S1(cos;+ jsin;)

This load may be expressed as a load impedance ZL (ohms per phase):

(60)

(61)

The load may also be described as a load current 12. together with the phase angle ; of the
load (the phase angle between terminal voltage U2 and current 12)'

(62)

~ = 121 .'
P+ jQ

Figure 23 - Single-line eqUivalent diagram - transformer with
.erfe. Impedance ZT. loaded with impedance ZL

In the single-line diagram representing symmetrical three-phase loading, U20 and U2 are to be

replaced by U20 I J3 et U2 I J3 (for equivalent star connection). However. this makes no
change in the following text.

7.4 The voltage drop equations

The transfonner at no load has a secondary voltage U20. With the load connected, the
secondary tenninal voltage changes to U2.
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Using the impedance notation, the relation between U2 and U20 becomes (see figure 23)

(63)

The voltage drop is defined as the arithmetic difference

(64)

Combine with equation (63) :

(65)

Insert the components of the transformer impedance in the expression of the load impedance
according to equation (61) :

The moduli of the expression, and of its inverse, are

1 2

(( )2 2) 2 B1+A +B =1+A+T+ .

1 2

( 2 2) -- 2 B
(1+A) +B 2 =1-A+A -2+.....

The voltage drop is therefore

=(1+ A + jB) (66)

(67)

(68)

The voltage drop is a first order difference and the expressions in the parentheses in turn differ
by a second order difference, depending on whether the calculation is based on the terminal
voltage U2 or the equivalent no-load voltage U20 . This refinement is usually negligible (see the
numerical example in the following subclause),

The first term, A, in the expansion is geometrically interpreted as the projection of the voltage
drop phasor 12ZT on the U2 phasor (see figure 24) .
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The arithmetic voltage drop liU2 , as defined, is usually considerably less than the absolute
value 1/2Zrj of the vectorial voltage drop 12Zr which also represents the phase angle difference
between U20 and U2. The absolute value of the vectorial voltage drop is independent of load

phase angle ~.

Figure 24 - Ph asor diagram showing vectorial and arithmetic voltage drop

For all large power transformers, the reactive part of the series impedance is much larger than
the resistive part. Xr is typically 5 % to 20 %; Rr is less than 1 %.

If the phase angle is negative (capacitive or partly capacitive loading), the voltages drop may
come out negative. The secondary voltage then rises above its no-load value when the load is
connected.

7.5 Voltage drop calculation in per cent notation

The transformer impedance is expressed in per cent, based on rated values of power and
voltage. 5, and U, respectively (see 6.2):

z, 5,
zr = rr +jxr =-x1oo=-xZr x100

Z, U~

Assume that the reference voltage U, (rated voltage or tapping voltage) is at least
approximately equal to the actual secondary voltage U2.

Then the voltage ratio expression in equation (65) may be rewritten

( ZL +Zr )=[1J~1~Sin~+.!L.cos~)J~(~cos~+.. .!L.sin~))
ZL /Sl..100 100 1~ 100100

(69)

The ratio SIS, is the ratio of actual loading over rated power and this is also the ratio of actual
load current over rated current.
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The following representative numerical example illustrates the relative magnitudes of the
different terms .

Example:

50 % loading i.e. ff = 0,5, x =15 %, r =0,7 %, cos ~ =0,8 inductive,
If cos ¢J =0,8, sin ¢J =0,6 . The voltage ratio expression becomes

1 + 0,50 (0 ,15 x 0,6 + 0.007 x 0,8) + j 0.50 (0 ,15 x 0,8 - 0,007 x 0,6)

= 1+ 0.048 + j 0,058

The percentage voltage drop becomes

U
-1Q. -1 = (11,048 + jO,058j-1) = 0,050 or 5 %
Uz

Observe that the first approximation of the voltage drop. taking the term A directly. would
give the result 4,8 %. as against 5,0 % for the complete calculation. an approximation which
is satisfactory for practical purposes and is better than the overall accuracy of
measurements in service.

7.6 Equivalent diagram for multi-winding transformers. T-equivalent impedance elements
for a three-winding transformer

The equivalent single-line diagram for a two-winding transformer, which is in agreement with
the definitions and tests of lEe 60076-1, is presented in figure 23. An analogous extension to a
mUlti-winding transformer is shown in figure 25. This figure indicates a pair of primary
terminals. at which active power is supplied to the transformer, and a set of output windings:
secondary, tertiary... The diagram contains the magnetizing admittance element placed at the
input terminals . Ideal transformers representing the no-load turns ratios between different
windings are connected to the linear network of series impedances which for an n-winding

n(n -1)
transformer contains --2- independent elements.

n -1

Output wind ings

Figure 25 - Single-line equivalent diagram of multi-winding transformer
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This equivalent diagram corresponds to a set of linear voltage drop equations. T~e individual
impedance elements can in principle be evaluated fro,:", .for example,. the set of Independent
measurements of short-circuit impedances for all two-wmdlng combinations.

In a three-winding transformer, the series impedance network has three elements. It is known
from circuit theory how a triangle configuration of three such element~ c~n al~ays be
transformed into a star, or T, configuration and vice versa. The T con~g~ratlon IS suitable for
system analysis e.g. of the now of reactive power through a three-wlndl!"g ~ransformer. T~e
three T-elements are evaluated from the parameters of two-winding combinations as shown In

figure 26.

r---C=J---o B

A_--r-r-~

L--r-:-l---o C

ZA.B = ZA +ZB

ZBf; =ZB +Zc

ZC.A = Zc +ZA

Figure 26 - Three-winding transformer impedances

The star elements are algebraic combinations of physical quantities. It is possible, and not
absurd, that one of the elements may come out with negative reactance. This is typically the
case for an element associated with a winding that is physically placed between the other two .

The separation of resistances into star elements implies that the measured load losses for the
different two-winding combinations are allocated to the individual windings. This procedure is
conventionally accepted, but has doubtful accuracy for large transformers where eddy losses in
windings and stray nux losses in other parts are of considerable importance. These loss
components do not lend themselves well to linear combinations according to the simple
procedure indicated here.

7 .7 Allocation ofload losses (0 individual Windings in three-winding transformers

7.7 .1 The general case

The preceding subclause describes how series impedances in a three-winding transformer are
measured as two-winding combinations and then allocated to each of the three separate
windings by a linear transformation to form a star configuration. It must be repeated that this is
only a mathematical trick; there is no such thing, physically, as the series impedance of an
individual winding since the impedances only exist between windings.
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A corresponding procedure is applied to the load loss of three-winding transformers for a
specific loading combination. let us in this context refer to the windings as H (high-voltage), X
(intermediate voltage). T (low-voltage tertiary). Figures of load loss are determined togettier
with series impedance for the three possible two-winding combinations:

These measurements may have been taken with currents in the windings corresponding to
different values of reference power. because the tertiary Yfinding usually has a lower assigned
value of rated power . For the following transformation it is convenient to bring the
measurements to a common basis of reference power. S'. proportioning by the square of the
current:

The reference currents in the respective windings are

The allocation of losses to the individuai windings is made by the transformation

Px= 1 (PHX- PHT+ pxd
Pi = -f (-PHX+ PHT+ pXr )

(70)

For a given load combination. with actual currents in the windings equal to IH. tx. IT. the
resulting loss for each winding is again proportional to the square of current (or. power) from
the reference figures above. The resulting load loss f'J( for the whole transformer IS the sum of
these three single-winding allocated loss figures:

(71)

In terms of apparent power in the windings the formula reads

(72)

Note that power figures in the formula above are interp,reted in terms of actual current and
corresponding no-load voltage for ":,,indings with outgoing load. not actual voltage on the
terminals. incorporating voltage drop In the transformer.
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The algorithm for calculation of the combined three-winding loss is valid for single-phase and
three-phase transformers, and not only for separate-winding transformers but also a three
winding transformer where two windings are auto-connected.

7.7.2 The case of an auto-connected transformer

The allocation of the load losses to individual physical windings. in order to estimate
temperature rise of individual windings under a specific load combination, is more complicated
for an auto-connected transformer. This is because the physical windings of the auto
connected pair are not identical with the windings in the sense of the standards. We must study
the series winding S and the common winding C, the physically separate parts of the auto
connected pair instead of the high-voltage and the intermediate voltage windings.

The definition of the reduction factor of the auto-connection is recalled (see 3.1 and 3.2):

UH-Ux Ix-IHa= =---
UH Ix

This is the ratio between the true apparent power of the physical windings S or C, and the
throughput power between the formal windings H and X.

Consider the two-winding case when reference power S' is transformed between windings H
and X.

The series winding has voltage UH- Ux = aUH. while its current is IH.

The voltage across the common winding is Ux and its reference current is

The equivalent reference power for the auto-connected physical windings is not S', but as'.

The three two-winding loss combinations, all referred to throughput power S' are illustrated in
figure 27. The actual current in winding C is different in the three cases.
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IHJ IHl

let IHl Ixl

-- --IH Ix

"r[ "r[
H,X

lc =1(; =afx

H,T

(
1- a)'c=iH=(1-a}fx = -;;- 1(;

X,T

1
'c=fx=-I(;

a

Figure .27 - The three two-wlndlng test combinations with reference through power $'

It is obvious from the above that the two-winding losses may be allocated to the respective
Windings by the relations

(1 .)2, , -a , ,
PHT =Ps + -;;- Pc +Pr

, (1)2 , p.'Pxr = -;; Pc+ r

The inversion of this set of equations is

pS = -1 ((2 - a) Rix + aflfr - afXr)

~ = -1 (aRix - aJkr + afXr)

PI- = .! (- ..! Rix + ..! o9ir + 2a - 1fh J
2 a a a
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The load loss for each winding during a specific load ing case, characterized by currents 'H, tx.
Ir is then written

(75)

In order to assess the loss in the common winding. it is necessary to calculate the current in
that winding:

tx and IH are not normally in phase during a three-phase loading case with an independent load
on the tert iary winding.

But the loading case is conventionally described in terms of values of apparent power on the
terminals of windings H. X and T. The following expressions are used:

, (SH)2 , (Sc )2 ,(Sr)2
Ps = Ps s: ; Pc = Pc as' ; Pr = Pr '$" : (76)

However. here we need an expression for Sc in the general case. In the following equations.
current and power values are vectorial. while turns numbers or equivalent no-load voltages are
scaler constants.

The power sum is zero: (77)

Using equivalent no-load voltages:

There is also ampere-turn baiance.

(78)

(79)

But the numbers of turns are proportional to the respective rated, or tapping voltages.
Therefore:

(80)

Figure 28 - Phasor diagrams for power on the respective tennlnals
and In the physical windings
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Using the cosine theorem for the triangles:

UXUX)2 =(t~H)2 +(trUd -21HUHlrUrcos0

UcUx)2 =a2(t~H)2 + (trUr)2 - 2alHUHlrUrcos¢

Eliminating the angle function between the equations:

(81 )

(82)

This relation contains only the absolute values of powers. Phase relationships are implicit in
the deduced expression.

The allocated loss in winding C is then, finally

If ISHI = ISxl +lsTj, the expression simplifies to Pc =Pc(SH ~~Srr
(83)

(84)

7.8 Example of calculation of voltage drop and load loss for a three-winding transformer

This example is intended to demonstrate, step by step, how such calculations may be
performed in a simple way by suitable approximations. .

Investigate a loading case for a three-winding, separate-winding transformer, having the
following power ratings for the three windings:

- primary winding (I) 80 MVA;

- secondary Winding (II) 80 MVA;

- tertiary winding (III) 15 MVA.

This -transformer is loaded as follows.

The input voltage to the primary winding is assumed to be equal to the rated voltage of that
winding. The secondary winding delivers 75 MVA at an inductive power factor of 0,8 . The
tertiary wi'1ding is loaded with a ~xed capacitor bank, which is rated 15 MVA at a voltage equal
to the rated voltage of the tertiary winding. .

It is necessary to calculate the voltage drops through the transformer in order to find the output
voltages on terminals (II) and (III) . However as the problem is formulated , the load currents are
not given, hence they have to be calculated.

The load on the secondary winding is specified without reference to the actual service voltage.
Therefore the load current, and consequently the voltage drop, must be assumed to be
inversely proportional to the terminal voltage.
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The tertiary load. on the other hand, is assumed to be a capacitor bank of fixed imped.ance. For
this load. the current increases in proportion to the terminal voltage and the reactive power
generated by the bank rises with the square of the voltage.

The transformer test report contains the following values of two-winding short-circuit
percentage impedances, all referred to 80 MVA, and corresponding load loss referred to
different ratings. Table 2 also shows these loss figures expressed as percentages on the
common basis of 80 MVA.

Table 2 - Data for calculatior.

Combination Impedance load lossl load lossl
reference 80 MVA

% %

(I) and (II) 11.0 300 kW 180 MVA 0,375

(I) and (III) 13.2 20 kW 115 MVA 0.711

(II) and (III) 27.3 25 kW 115 MVA 0.889

The two-winding parameters are converted to an equivalent star configuration . The values for
total short-circuit impedance and for loss resistance. separately, are noted in figure 29 .

Note however that this is a purely mathematical representation of the transformer as a black
box . It reflects the behaviour of the transformer as measurable on its terminals, but the model
is not a physical description of the unit in terms of its different windings , etc. The junction T is
fictitious. One of the reactance elements comes out negative (which actually indicates that the
winding connected to terminal (I) is placed between the other two in the transformer).

II

III

II

III

Figure 29 - Star-equlvalent short-circuit Impedance. and
star-equlvalent load loss components

In the following, a method with successive approximations will be used. This lends itself to
calculation by hand and illustrates the relative importance of different parameters.
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First approximation: Assume rated voltage on the output terminals and calculate voltage drop
and resulting input power to the transformer.

Second approximation: Correct the output voltages with the first approximation voltage drop
figures and modify the load parameters accordingly (loading currents are implicit, depending on
the actual voltage) . Obtain corrected load power and voltage drop values .

For these approximate calculations, the short-circuit impedance will be regarded as mainly
reactive i.e . Z = X. The losses are disregarded in comparison to the active load power .

For each branch of the equivalent-star impedance network, the following relat ions are used.
Per unit values are indicated by brackets:

Reactive power consumption

Power loss

Arithmetic voltage drop

= (~J[xl (: J(~ J=[xl (~ )(~ )

[x](1]2

[rJ(1]2

sin ~ [X)[/]

Note that in these equations the reactive load power Q is posi~jve for re.acti:,e loading (bran~h
II), and negative for capacitive loading (branch III). Per unit short-circuit reactance [x] IS

negative for branch I and positive for branches II and III, see figure 29.

First approximation

Branch (II)

Apparent power

Active load

Reactive load

Per unit current

Voltage drop

Reactive consumption

Branch (III)

Apparent power

Per unit current

Voltage drop

Reactive consumption

75 MVA = 0,9375 per unit

0,8 x 75 = 60 MW

0,6 x 75 = 45 MV~

0,9375

0,6 x 0,1255 x 0,9375 = 0,071 per unit

0,1255 x (0,9375)2 = 0,11 per unit

=0,11 x 80 =8,8 MV~

15 MVAr (capacitive) = - 0,1875 per unit

-0,1875

0,1475 x - 0,1875 = - 0,028 per unit

0,1475 x (- 0,1875)2 = 0,005 per unit

=0,005 x 80 = 0,4 MVAr
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Node T, combined power flow

To branch (II) 60 MW and (45 + 8,8) MVAr

To branch (III) (-15 + 0,4) MVAr

Sum , from (I) 60 MW and 39,2 MVAr is equivalent to 71,7 WjVA

Per unit current in branch (I) 0,896

Branch (I)

sin ,

Voltage drop

Reactive consumption

Resulting voltages

NodeT

Terminal (II)

Terminal (III)

Second approximation

39,2/71 ,7 = 0,547

0,547 x (-0,0155) x 0,896 = (-0 ,008) per unit

-0,0155 x (0,896)2 x 80 = - 1 MVAr

1,000 + 0,008 =1,008 per unit

1,008 - 0,071 =0,937 per unit

1,008 + 0,028 =1,036 per unit

The terminal voltages according to the first approximation are introduced instead of rated
voltages (1,000 per unit) :

Branch (II)

[I] = 0,9375/0,937 = 1,001

The reactive power consumption and arithmetic voltage drop change to

- reactive consumption 0,1255 x (1,001)2 x 80 = 10,1 MVAr;

- voltage drop, branch (II) 0,6 x 0,1255 x 1,001 = 0,075 per unit.

The tertiary voltage rises, when the capacitor bank is connected (negative voltage drop). The
bank has a fixed impedance. The load current rises in proportion to the voltage, and the
generated reactive power rises by the square of the voltage. The new values become the
following:

Branch (III)

Per unit current -0,1875 x 1,036 = -0,194

Capacitor loading (1,036)2 x 15 = 16,1 MVAr

Reactive consumption 0,1475 x (-0,194)2 x 80 = 0,4 MVAr

Voltage drop 0,1475 x -0,194 =-0,029 per unit

Node T, combined power flow

Sum of reactive power 45 + 10,1 - 16,1 + 0,4 = 39,4 MVA r

Sum from (I) 60 MW and 39,4 MVA r = 71,8 MVA

Per unit current in branch (I) 0,897

Branch (I)

sin .;

VoltaQe drop

Reactive consumption

39,4/71 ,8 = 0,549

0,547 x (-0,0155) x 0,896 = -0,008 per unit.

-0,0155 x (0,897)2 x 80 = -1 MVAr
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The second estimate of voltages becomes

- terminal (II) 1,008 - 0,075 = 0,933 per unit;

- terminal (III) 1,008 + 0,029 = 1,037 per unit.

If another iteration would be made , the change would be only of the order of 0,001 . At that level
of numerical accuracy, however, the approximations in the basic model of the transformer and
in the calculation procedure would no longer be negligible.

F?r comparison, a computer calculation with standard software (complex number algebra) has
gIven

U(l1) = 0,93 per unit; U(III) = 1,04 per unit.

Combined load loss , using the hand-calculated branch current estimates:

- branch (I) 0,099 x (0,897)2 = 0,079 %;

- branch (II) 0,277 x (1,001)2 = 0,277 %;

- branch (III) 0,613 x (0,195)2 = 0,023 %.

The sum is 0,379 % = 303 kW , say 300 kW.

7.9 Example of calculation of combined load loss and allocation of losses to individual
windings in an auto-connected three-winding transformer

A transformer is specified as 350/350/120 MVA YNauto d ONAF. Rated voltages are 380, with
regulation /132/33 kV.

Under ONAN cooling (fans not running), a heat run test is specified with 50 % of rated power
on all terminals: 175/175/60 MVA, and with the tapped 380 kV winding connected on the
minimum tapping, 330 kV. What value of combined load loss is to be applied for the heat run
test and what is the allocation of losses to the individual windings of the transformer?

Two-winding measurements have given the following results, recalculated to reference
temperature:

H,X 330/132 kV,

H,T 330/33 kV,

X,T 330/33 kV,

350 MVA,

120 MVA,

120 MVA,

1118 kW

255 kW (350 MVA -+ 2169 kW)

233 kW (350 MVA -+ 1982 kW)

In the last column above , the two test results involving the tertiary winding have also been
recalculated to the (unrealistic) common reference power value S' = 350 MVA.

The auto-connection factor a is (330 - 132)/330 = 0,600

According to equations (74), the allocated reference loss figures for the three physical windings
become

Pi; =~ (1,4x1118+0,6x2169-0,6 x1982) =838,7 kW

Pc = ~ (O,6 x1118-0,6 x2169+0,6 x1982) = 279,3 kW

Pi = 1,~ (-1118+2169+0,2 x1982)=1206,2 kW
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The power value to be applied for winding C, the common winding , is expressed as

2 (2 2) 2Sc= (1-a} Sr-aSH + aSx

S 2 0,4 (60
2

-O,6 x175
2)+O,6

x175
2

The ratio (-f..) becomes, numerically 2 2 = 0,2827
as' 0,6 x 350

The allocated tosses in the three physical windings, and the combined three-winding load loss
become

(
175 )2 ( 60 )2P=Ps +Pc +Pr = - x 838,7 + 0,2827 x 279,3+ - x 1206,2
350 350

=209 ,7 + 79 ,0 + 35,4 =324,1 kW

Comparison

A straightforward calculation of combined three-winding load loss according to equations (70)
gives

PH =~ (1118+2169-1982) = 652,5 kW

Pi =~ (1118-2169+1982}=465,5 kW

Pi = ~ (-1118 + 2169 + 1982) = 1516,5 kW

The combined loss

0,25 x 622,5 + 0,25 x 465,5 + 0,0294 x 1516,5 = 163,1 + 116,4 + 44,6 = 324,1 kW,

i.e, the same total, but without realistic subdivision between the physical windings (series,
common, tertiary).

8 Specification of rated quantities and tapping quantities

8.1 Introduction

This subclause explains the relation between the service conditions for a transformer and the
specified and guaranteed 'parameters which are called rated quantities (or tapping quantities):
rated power, rated voltage, rated current. For definitions, see IEC 60076-1 .

In principle, rated quantities (referring to the principal tapping of a transformer) and tapping
quantities (analogous parameters for other tappings) are references for guarantees and tests
regarding apparent power, voltage and current. They are not to be confused with throughput
power in service and the corresponding values of voltage and current.
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On the contrary, it is a relatively compl icated logical procedure to determine in a correct
manner, numencal values for the rated and tapp ing quantities which are sufficient but not
unnec~ssarily high ..from the requirements of a set of loading cases in actual service. Note that
there IS a. whole field of comb inations of serv ice var iables . while the specified quant ities
represent Just one set of selected reference data . This set has to. however. encompass the
range of allowable serv ice cond itions .

A recommended systematic procedure for this analysis is described below and illustrated by a
practical example. .

8.2 Standardized specifications of ratings and tappings. effect of the width of the tapping range

It is not the intention here to recommend a complete analysis in every specific case when a
transformer with tappings is going to be specified and purchased . This would be against the
principles of sound standardization. In national standards. it is customary to provide tables of
recommended ratings. These will list a series of preferred values of rated power , usually with a
step of 1:1,25 or larger (see 4.3 of lEe 60076 -1) , combined with rated voltages and tapping
ranges' adapted to customary service voltage levels for the different system voltage levels in
use.

The purpose of such data standardization is. among other things , to facilitate relocation of
transformers to other sites. particularly when parallel operation with other units is required . The
problems associated with parallel operation are dealt with separately in clause 6.

Well-organized transmission and distribution systems are designed and operated in such a way
that actual variations of service voltage between light and heavy loading are quite smal l. This is
achieved by a suitable structure of higher and lower system voltage levels and by correct
management of reactive power flow. The range of tappings necessary for ratio control under
normal service is therefore generally relatively limited.

It is , however. prudent to also consider abnormal conditions. when certain system components
(lines, transformers) are not available. Under such emergency, or back-up serv ice , there may
be a need for a wider range of variation of transformer voltage rat io.

It may also be that different parts of a system, or adjacent systems, with one and the same
standard system voltage, are, by trad ition , operated at slightly different service voltage levels.
In order to make the interchange of transformers possible, this may call for a wider tapping
range.

However, a wide range of tappings in a transformer represents not only increased
manufacturing cost and sometimes higher loss figures, but also rapidly escalating design
difficulties and risk of service failure, e.g. because of transient voltage oscillations across the
regulating winding. This results in requirements of increased insulation, and sometimes a more
expensive tapchanger model.

Against this background ' of conflicting cons idera tions , it is evident that no universal
recommendation for the width of a tapping range can be given in this standard. The example
which illustrates the method of analysis is just a representative practical case from an
industrialized country environment and not a general recommendation.
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8.3 Procedure (or the determination ot rated and tapping quantities

8.3.1 General assumptions

The transformer has two main windings. One of these windings has tappings.

Note that this terminology refers to a winding as the assembly of all turns associated with one
of the voltages of the transformer (see definition 3.3.1.in .IEC. 60076-1). A. winding may ~h~s
consist of several separate cylinders or discs. If the Winding IS tapped, thiS means that It IS
reconnectible so that its effective number of turns may be altered.

A tapping in the context of IEC 60076-1 is an abstract notion, meaning a state of ~nnectio~ of
the winding. It is identified by a specific effective number of turns and a specific tapping
voltage. The tapping voltage has the same meaning for a specific tapping as the rated voltage
has for the principal tapping.

How the tapped winding is designed physically is immaterial for the present discussion. It may
be that the tapped part of the winding is arranged as a separate physical body, referred to as a
regUlating winding , and connected with the main part of the winding. The connection may be
either permanent or changeable by means of the tapchanger. Terms like "linear", "plus-minus",
"coarse-fine" refer to different alternatives of regulation arrangement.

It does not matter for this discussion if, in addition to the two main windings, the transformer is
equipped with a stabilizing Winding or a small auxiliary winding with insignificant power rating.
However, a true multi-winding transformer with simultaneous power flow across two or more
pairs of windings falls outside the scope of the analysis.

The direction in which active power is flowing between the two windings have to be known. If
the flow is reversible, the two cases have to be taken separately.

It should also be known, before the analysis can be completed, which of the two windings is the
tapped winding. In general, this is determined by technical considerations and the
manufacturer's design standard rather than by the conditions of the intended installation (see
also 6.4) .

The analysis will first consider all different loading cases representing the borders of the
recognized range of variation. Each case is defined by values of active and reactive load power
or apparent power and power factor. There is also a range of service voltage values, at the
terminals of both windings , within which it will be possible to accomplish this loading.

The secondary voltage values under all loading conditions have to be replaced by the
equivalent no-load voltages by adding the voltage drop in the transformer. For this procedure,
which is described in detail elsewhere in this standard, it is necessary to know, or assume, a
value of the short-circuit impedance of the transformer.

In the simplest case, the specification is defined by one low-load or no-load case, and one
high-load case.

In more complicated cases such as large, tailor-made system transformers exposed to
different types of loadi~g,it is recommended .that a discussion is taken up with the
manufacturer about the specification of the transformer, based on the recognized cases of
loading, bE!fore .the ratings are fixed for the tender specification. This is because a prematurely
fixed specification of the transformer may lock the winding arrangement in a way that could
lead to unnecessary technical difficulties or an uneconomical design.
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8.3.2 General outline of the procedure

- For each loading ?ase, the load current will be calculated from the specified output power
and secondary service voltage. The maximum value during any of the loading cases is
noted.

- The voltage drop in the transformer at the specified loading cases has first to be
estimated, so that the service voltage on the output terminals can be converted to
corresponding no-load voltage.

- . The maximum and minimum values of equivalent no-load voltage are noted for both
SIdes of the transformer, during any of the loading cases (see figure 30a) .

- The maximum and minimum values of voltage ratio are calculated for each loading case,
and t~e ~xtremes of these ratios are noted. This may not necessarily be the diagonal
cOmblnatl.ons of o~eral~ ext~eme voltages, because the primary and secondary voltages do
not vary In opposite directions to the full extent between light load and heavy load (see
figure 30b).

- Using the information on turns ratio, the input current of the primary winding is
calculated. The maximum value is noted.

At this stage, the following six necessary parameters have been determined. They frame the
electrical design of the transformer:

- maximum primary voltage;

- maximum secondary voltage;

- maximum voltage ratio;

- minimum voltage ratio;

- maximum primary current;

- maximum secondary current.

In order to continue, it is now necessary to know which winding is the tapped Winding.

- The rated voltage of the untapped winding will be determined by the maximum voltage on
that side of the transformer (see figure 30c) .

- The tapping voltage range on the tapped winding side can then be determined from the
correlated voltage and ratio parameters as shown in detail later (see figures 30c and 30d).
This will often lead to a specification of tappings according to the principle of comb ined
voltage variation (see 5.2 of IEC 60076-1 and further comments below).

- The maximum value of load current for the untapped wind ing will in principle, together
with its rated voltage, define the rated power of the transformer.

Unless otherwise specified, all tappings should be full power tappings (see 5.2 and 5.3 of
IEC 60076-1). In order to avoid overdimensioning of the transformer it may, however, be useful
to deviate for this main rule . Thus the increase of tapping voltages in the tapped winding may
be truncated towards the end of the pius tapping range (combined voltage variation). likewise
the rise of tapping currents towards the minus tapping end is truncated by the application of a
maximum current tapping. This means that the tapping power values for these extreme
tappings are reduced in comparison with the value in the middle range which is the full rated
power of the transformer.

- The principal tapping is selected preferably in the middle of the tapping range . The
tapping voltage and current for the tapped Winding at this tapping will then be its rated
quantities.

- The complete set of parameters is finally collected in a table for the specification.
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These different steps will be detailed in line with a practical example in the following
subclauses.

8.4 Details of the procedure. step by step

Together with the description of the method in general form, a practical example is
demonstrated.

Example:

Transformation from a 115 kV system to a 20 kV system . The primary voltage ranges from
107 kV to the maximum allowable value. Um, of the system , which is 123 kV. The secondary
voltage is required to be 20 kV at no-load, rising to 22 kV no-load voltage to compensate the
voltage drop in the transformer at full load current which is specified to be 1 000 A. (The
actual secondary service voltage is then 21 kV if the voltage drop in the transformer is
1 kV.)

For the sake of simplification, it is assumed from the beginning that the high-voltage winding is
the primary winding, which receives active power from a system. This winding is also the
tapped winding . The low-voltage winding is untapped. In the following, reference is made to
·primary" and ·secondary" when this is significant, or to "tapped" and "untapped" when that is
significant.

It should therefore be easy to conduct the analysis following the same principle. even if the
transformer would be a step-up transformer or if the low-voltage winding is the tapped winding.

8.4.1 Calculation of voltage drop and equivalent no-load voltage

(This is not detailed here, but only referred to for completeness.)

The loading on the secondary side is ($. ~) at a voltage U2 on the secondary terminals of the
transformer. The corresponding load current is easily calculated. The load also represents an
impedance equal to ZL:

Where 8 is in MVA, U2 is in kV and ZL is in ohms. The formula is valid for both single-phase
and three-phase loads.

The short~circuit imped~!"ce of th~ transformer may be estimated from similar. existing units.
Its value IS not .very cntlc;al fo~ th!S purpose. Usually. a percentage impedance is estimated.
The corresponding value In ohms IS obtained by multiplication with the reference impedance of
the secondary side of the transformer:

~(
. U2 'r xrz; =Rr+JXr = -+j-)

8ref 100 100

The calculation of the voltage drop and corresponding no-load voltage is described in clause 7
of this guide .
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8.4.2 Variation range of voltage ratio

Each of the loading cases also contains a statement of the applied primary and secondary side
voltages, or rang~ of voltage. at which the load will be drawn . The secondary side voltages are
converted to equivalent no-I.oad voltage accordin.g to 8.4.1. Then the corresponding turns ratio
values can be found. The hIghest and lowest ratios are noted. This is not necessarily U 1
U20 min. and U1 min 1 U20 max, as figure 30b indicates. 1 max

The extreme ratios indicate the relative width of the required tapping range. If it becomes
unusu~lIy larg~. it may be advisable to go back and critically examine the initial assumptions
regarding loading cases. At the end of the procedure, the range may be modified to some
existing standard notation.

Example (continued)

The extreme combinations of voltages are in this case

nmax =123/20 =6.15 and nmin=107/22 =4,864

There are no indications of restrictions for the extreme combinations.

8.4.3 Rated voltage of the untapped winding

It is assumed that the high-voltage primary winding will be the tapped winding, and that the low
voltage secondary winding is the untapped winding . Regardless of whether this applies or not.
the following procedure. in principle. can now be conducted.

The rated voltage of the untapped winding. U2r. will in principle be the highest recognized
voltage for any load condition on that winding (applied voltage if it is the primary. equivalent
induced voltage if it is the secondary) (see figure 30c) .

lEe 60076-1 states that a transformer shall be capable of continuous service without damaqe
with 5 % over-voltage. This is not meant. to be systematically utilized in normal service. It
should be reserved for relatively rare cases of service under limited periods of time, for
example emergency service or extreme peak loading . If a high-load case used in this analysis
is of this character, it may be appropriate to round off the rated voltage figure downwards within
this tolerance range.

In North America. the voltage rating is such that

a) the transformer is capable of delivering rated output MVA, at a lagging power factor of
80 % or higher with 105 % . rated secondary voltage without exceeding the guaranteed
temperature rises:

b) the transformer is capable of operating at no-load with the primary voltage required for
condition a) or 110 % rated voltage , whichever is higher, without exceeding the guaranteed
temperature rises .

Example (continued)

In our example, the rated secondary voltage (untapped winding) is to be 22 kV.
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NOTE - Service voltage ranges on both sides
(different scales)

NOTE - Extremes of ratio : Emergency high .load case
combines min imum primary voltage with max imum
secondary (equ ivalent no- load) voltage. This is
minimum rat io . Combinat ion of U, max with U20 min may
be unrealistic. Maximum ratio is then instead expressed
as U, "," ,1U3, or as V.1U2 eun . (V3 and V. have no parti
cular significat ion).

Flgur.3o. Flgur.30b

Principal tapping U'r

NOTE - .U20 max will be rated voltage' U2r because the
secondary winding is untapped. With constant nux
voltage variation. the range of tapp ing voltages on the
primary side would be determined by the extreme
rat ios . mu ltiplied with rated secondary voltage. Rated
primary voltage (principal tapp ing) is selected in the
midd le .

NOTE - The highest tapp ing voltage Us' according to
figure 30c , is unrealistic, maybe even above the
highest voltage for equ ipment. Um , appl icable to the
primary side system. The range of primary side
tapping voltages is therefore truncated at V, ma> from
figure 30a . The highest plus tapp ings instead combine
with reduced va lues of V 20 (V6 • as ind icated in figure
30d) . This is the combined voltage variation (CbVV)
principle (see also figure 31).

Flgur.30e Figure 30d

Figure 30 - Determination of tapping range
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8.4.4 Range of tapping voltages for the tapped winding

The lowest necessary tapping voltage will be tJt min = nmin x U2r (see figure 30c) .

The highest tapping voltage may be Ut max = nmax x U2r.

This is the case if the principle of constant flux voltage variation (CFW) is followed. but it is not
necessarily so. The example in figure 30c shows the case lhat CFW would lead 10 an
unrealistically high maximum tapping voltage. maybe even higher than the highest voltage for
equipment Um. applicable for the system. (Technically. there would nol be any limitation in
lerms of core saluration but lhe overvoltage is not allowed in lhe system from the point of view
of insulation co-ordination.) Maximum ratio cannot then be combined with full rated voltage on
lhe unlapped winding. The highest plus tappings can only be used with reduced secondary
voltage. The secondary winding tapping voltages are , consequently. noted lower than the rated
voltage at the extreme plus tappings. while the primary tapping voltages are kept constant at
the maximum applied voltage level (see figure 30d).

This means that the transformer is specified according to the principle of combined voltage
variat ion (CbVV) (see 5.2 of IEC 60076-1). The changeover point (see figure 31) is called the
"maximum voltage lapping". The tappings beyond thai point have reduced lapping power.

The truncated, maximum tapped winding voltage may be expressed with a voltage ralio nu in
relation to the untapped winding rated voltage:

Tapping voltage

u,mu =n. u2,

(n. < n."..)

n,

Minus tappings Plus tappings

Figure 31 - Combined voltage variation (CbVV)

Example (continued)

The lowest primary winding lapping voltage is 4,864 x 22 = 107 kV.

The highest tapping voltage would be Et,150 x 22 = 135,3 kV.

But lhis is not allowable; we have to introduce a maximum vollage tapping at 123 kV.
NOTE _ In the case of no- load however. voltages depending on the tapp ing range which are higher than
123 kV are perm itted .

The corresponding rat io nu is 123/22 = 5,591 .

At this stage it is poss ible to fix the rated voltage of the primary winding in the middle of the
range of ratio from 4,864 to ·6.150 , say 5,507 . Then 5,507 x 22 = 121,15 kV.
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8.4 .5 Rated current and rated power

Before proceeding, it should be noted that rated current and rated power are defined as
continuous duty. The continuous duty rated power is us~d as the general r~fe.ren.ce for
impedance and losses (see 4.1 and 4.2 of lEG 60076-1) . It IS also relat.ed to the IIm ~tatlons of
temperature rise in steady state . The actual loading , on the other hand , IS usually variable over
the day and over the year. Temporary loading beyond rated power is poss ible and may affect
the requ ired voltage regulation range of the transformer.

The problem of how to convert a time-variable load to an equivalent continuous load is treated
in lEG 60354 for oil-immersed transformers and in lEG 60905 for dry-type transformers.

The required cont inuous load power represents a specific value of load current. This value is
higher when the service voltage is low and the transformer should be dimensioned accordingly.
The highest value occurring in the untapped winding for any loading case is the rated current of
this winding . (In the example, it is the secondary low-voltage winding.)

This rated current, together with the rated voltage, determines the value of rated power, Sr·
The calculated value will be SUitably rounded off at this stage .

Example (continued)

The secondary load current was from the beginning specified as 1 000 A, regardless of the
output service voltage of the transformer. This immediately becomes the rated current of the
(untapped) secondary winding.

The rated current of the primary tapped winding is calculated by the ratio at the principal
tapping: 1 000/5 ,507 = 181,6 A.

But this is not the dimensioning current for the primary winding. The highest tapping current
occurs at minimum tapping voltage, in the combination of 107/22 kV: ratio 4,864 .

Therefore 11 max = 1 000/4 ,864 = 205,6 A.

8.4 .6 Opt ional max imum current tapping, reduced power tappings

In principle, the rated power will apply over at least a cons iderable part of the tapp ing range. In
the tapped wind ing, this means that tapping currents vary inversely with the tapp ing voltages.
Towards the low-voltage end of the tapping range , this would sometimes result in rather high
tapping current values, which represent unwanted overdimensioning of the whole winding. It
may then be decided to truncate the variation at a certain point, called the maximum current
tapping. From there on, the tapp ing current values are kept constant in the tapped winding and
the corresponding values for the untapped winding will taper off accordingly. These tappings
then have reduced tapping power (see figure 32) .

The tapping voltage ratio at this point is n:

The tappings above the maximum voltage tapping where the flux density will be reduced in
service are also reduced power tappings .
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Example (continued)

This transformer is specified according to the principle of combined voltage variation. The
highest plus tappings have truncated primary tappings voltages at 123 kV. and the
secondary tapping voltages will therefore decrease for tappings above the changeover point.
These tappings will be reduced power tappings. because the tapping current of the winding
stays constant at 1 000 A.

The option of using a maximum current tapping in the minus tapping range (limiting the
tapping currents of the primary Winding) is not utilized in this example.

___ U..

100

CFW VFW

100

100

90 100

Tapping factor

110

NOTES

1 Subscript A refers to the tapped wind ing . Subscript 8 refers to the untapped winding.

. 2 The changeover point from CFW (constant nux) to VFVV (variable nux) is shown in the plus tapping range.
It constitutes a maximum voltage tapping UA constant, not riSing, for tappings above lhe changeover potn t.

3 An additional, op tional breaking point. at maximum current tapping , is indicated in the minus tapping range
(fA constant , not rising , for tappings below the maximum current tapping)

Figure 32 _ illustration of combined voltage variation (CbVV) with
a maximum current tapping (in the minus range)
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8.4.7 Completing the table of tapping quantities. selection of the principal tapping

At this stage. the maximum and minimum voltage ratio has been foun.d. Between ~hese are two
ratios, at which the changeover points of tapping voltage and tapping current In the tapped
winding are placed. Throughout the range between the changeover points, the rated power
appJies. Outside this range , the tapping power tapers off towards both ends.

The principal tapping is placed within the central run-power range of tappings. and preferably at
the mid-point of the complete tapping range.

The tapping voltage and tapping current of the tapped winding at the principal tapping are
thereby elevated to be rated quantities for the tapped winding.

Example (continued)

The specification of the principal tapping of the primary winding in the middle of the
complete tapping range was already made at ratio 5,507 : 121,15 kV.

The skeleton of the tapping table is now completed. It remains to adjust and complete it to fit in
with the standard number of steps available on the tapchanger for some standard set of
tapping percentages.

Summarizing, the voltages and currents in a CbW regulated transformer are as set out in
table 4.

Table 4 - Combined voltage variation: tapping quantities

Tapping Ratio Tapp ing voltage Tapping currents

Plus nma• U1 max <U2, <I" 12,

nu U'ma. U2, I" 12,

Pr incipal n, U" U" I" 12,

Minus nj <U" U2, I'ma . 12,

n""n U'".;n U2, I'ma. 12,

Example (continued)

For the transformer in the example, the resulting rounded values suitable for an order enquiry
are:

- power:

- voltage ratio :

- regulation :

38 MVA

121 ± 8 x 1,5 %/22 kV

CbW; max. voltage 123 kV

The parameters of the actual transformer which has been considered in this subclause can
Iik~wise be tabulated as shown in ~able 5. This table also indicates a possible end result by
which the transformer can be specified. i.e. with a negligible change to the principal tapping
voltage and the use of a 16 step . 17 position tap-changer.
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Table 5 - Transformer parameters

Voltages Currents

Ralioltapping kV
Power Remarks

A
factor %

HV LV HV LV (MVA)

6,150/111,5 123 20 162,6 1 000 34,6

5,591/101 ,5 123 22 178,9 1000 38,1 Maximum
voltage tapping

5,507/100 121.15 22 181,6 1000 38,1 Principal tapping

4,864/88,5 107 22 205,6 1000 38.1

9 Convertor applications with standard transformers

Clause 1 of IEC 60076-1 states that transformers for static converters are special and are exempt
from the general category of power transformers for which IEC 60076 is applicable in full . See
IEC 61378-1 .

This clause indicates the precautions which should be taken when moderate size. general
purpose catalogue standard power transformer are to be used for convertor applications. There
are two considerations:

influence of distorted voltage ;

- influence of distorted current.

9.1 Influence of distorted voltage

A transformer feeding a convertor circuit from a public power system has an applied voltage
with negligible distortion (with regard to influence on core loss and core heating).

A transformer with its primary energized from an invertor circu it may have a quite complex
voltage waveshape, varying from time to time . As a general statement, the waveshape of the
flux in the core, being the integral function of the applied voltage. is less distorted than the
voltage waveshape. The essential voltage parameter which determines the amplitude value of
flux density is the average value, not the r.m.s . value , of voltage. The actual waveshape of
voltage should be submitted with an enquiry for this kind of application. De-rating of the
transformer with respect to voltage is, however, usually not necessary.

Many invertor circuits work with a frequency different from that of the supply system .
sometimes even with variable frequency. This should of course be ment ioned in the enquiry.

A special problem may be asymmetry of the applied waveshape from the inverter due to
imperfect firing control. This may lead to saturation because of a d.c. component.
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9.2 Influence of distorted current, general

A distorted current waveshape will give rise to increased addition~1 loss in the tran~former due
to eddy loss in the windings and stray losses in metallic mechanical parts. Both kinds .of loss
are related to the square of the time derivative of the leaka~e flux . and the I~akag~ flux . In t~rn .
is proportional to winding current. Another effect of the dl~torted curren~ IS a hIgher audible
noise level from the transformer containing more sound of higher frequencies.

The increase of additional loss causes higher average temperature rise. This may be
objectionable. per se, but there is also a risk of damage due to a more pronounced rise of local
hotspot temperatures. This is dealt with in the following subclauses. -

9.3 Overall eddy losses in windings

Calculation of eddy losses in the winding are usually made with the aid of the harmonic
spectrurr. which should preferably be submitted in the enquiry.

For windings made with round or rectangular conductors, the specific eddy losses from
harmonics increase with the square of the frequency. The contribution from the jth harmonic.
having an r.m.s. value of 'i amperes, may thus be written:

Pej = const x Ux 'i )2

The total eddy loss Pe in the winding from the whole current spectrum may then be expressed
as a mul tiple of the eddy loss for the fundamental power frequency, Pe1 which is obtainable by
conventional calculation. Typical values of Pe IPe1 are in the range of 2 to 3. when the load is a
convertor with relatively well smoothed d.c . current. Three-phase convertor circuits in principle
only contain certa in harmonics. Higher harmonics are reduced because of the rounding off of
the ideal waveshape through the commutation reactance. For further information, see literature
on convertor circuits.

The theory and est imate given above relate to windings of round or rectangular conductors
only. Trans former windings of full-width foil present a current concentration towards the edges
of the foil wind ings and therefore the theory is more complicated. If such a transformer should
be applied for convertor loading, the manufacturer should be requested to confirm that the
design is suitable.

9.4 Stray losses in mechanical parts

These losses are more difficult to predict than winding eddy losses. They occur in
ferromagnetic material (core-steel or structural steel) , and the penetration is a non-linear
phenomenon which does not lend itself properly to superposition analysis. Stray losses in
mechanical parts are of importance in large and special convertor transformers, but do not
usually play any great part when a small conventional transformer is used for convertor load.
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9.5 Combined additional loss. possible de-rating

T.he c~mbined additional loss (eddy lo.ss in windings plus stray loss in mechanical parts) at
sinusoidal rated current may be ~etermlned after .th~ rou~ine short-circuit test by measuring the
loss at several frequencles. This procedure WIll IdentIfy that portion of the loss which is
dependant on the square of the frequency and that port ion of the loss which is dependant on
frequency to a power above unity. The proportion between the two depends on the design .

The combined additional loss to be expected for a converter waveshape may typically be in the
range of 1,5 to 2 times the corresponding loss determ ined with sinusoidal current during the
routine test of the transformer.

From the point of view of average temperature rise . it may be advisable to restrict the allowable
Con!i~uous current in service slightly below rated current, so that the tota l loss, rR plus
additional loss, remains no higher under convertor load than with rated sinusoidal current.

9.6 Local hotspots

The eddy loss intensity varies from point to point in the winding , depending on local intensity
and direction of the magnetic stray field . The intens ity in parts close to the main duct between
the primary and secondary winding, is typically three times as high as the average value . Still
higher intensities may prevail locally.

The average temperature rise of a transformer winding above the average of the surrounding
cooling medium (oil or air) has a direct influence on the life of its insulation system . This
temperature differential (winding gradient) is proportional to winding (losses) 0.8 in a typical self
cooled transformer. It is recognized that the local hot-spot temperatures may be as much as
15·C and 30 ·C hotter than the average winding temperatures in oil filled and dry type
transformers respectively under rated sinusoidal loading conditions.

The average winding gradients are normally measured under sinusoidal loading conditions.

The eddy and stray losses in a transformer can significantly increase while supplying harmonic
loads in converter applications. This can result in increased local hotspot temperatures and
therefore excessive loss of life on a transformer.

It is important that the expected harmonic content of the converter load be provided while
specifying a transformer for this application.

10 Guide to the measurement of IOSS8S in pow8r transformers

10.1 Test results. guarantees. tolerances. uncertainty limits

The test clauses in the various parts of IEC 60076 contain rules as to how the original
measurements shall be evaluated and corrected when the test has been made under
conditions differing from reference conditions or with test quantities differing from specified
target values.

Clause 9 of IEC 60076-1 deals with tolerances, acceptable deviations of certa in guaranteed
parameters of the transformer which are to be verified in testing.
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When the test result is expressed as a numerical quantity (and not only as a verdic.t of
withstanding a test procedure or not), it is not an exact number ~ut suffers from ~ncertal~ty.
How wide this margin of uncertainty is depends on the quality of the test lO~ta.llatl~n,
particularly its measuring system, on the skill of the staff and on measurement dIfficulties
presented by the test object.

The submitted test result shall contain the most correct estimate that is-possible, based on the
measurements that have been carried out. This value shall be accepted as it stands. The
uncertainty margin shall not be involved in the judgement of compliance ~or guarantees with no
positive tolerance or tolerance ranges for performance data of the test object.

However, a condition for acceptance of the whole test is that the measurements themse.lves have
to fulfil certain requirements of quality. Statements of limits or uncertainty shall be available and
these statements shall be supported by a documented traceability (see ISO 9001).

10.2 Traceability, quality aspects on measuring technique

Traceability of measurements means .that a chain of calibrations and comparisons have been
carried out, through which the validity of the individual measurement can be traced back to
national and international standards of units preserved in recognized institutions of metrology.
Evidence of such traceability should contain the following items.

a) Certified information about errors (amplitude errors and phase angle errors) of the
components of the measuring system (transducers for voltage, current and power, voltage
dividers and shunts, indicating or recording instruments, etc .)

This may comprise:

- certificates from the manufacturers of individual components:

- certification from calibrations carried out at independent precision laboratories;

- certificates of calibrations made in the plant by means of precision instrumentation
and specialist staff brought there for that purpose;

- direct comparisons of the test room installation with a complete precision measuring
system (overall system calibration).

Subclauses 10.3 and 10.4 below indicate the particular importance of phase angle errors for
load loss measurement due to the verY low power factor of the short-circuited transformer.
The phase angle errors of conventional, reconnectible voltage and current transformers
depend on the combined instrument impedance burden and vary with the actual voltage or
current value across each measuring range . This makes it difficult to sort out unknown
systematic errors (which may be corrected for) from unknown systematic and random errors
which cannot be eliminated in the particular case.

b) Information on the quality of the test power source: voltage harmonic content, stability of
voltage and frequency

The test clauses in IEC 60076-1 co.italn certain limitations on voltage waveshape in general
and particularly for the testing of transformers at no load. These requirements lead to
consequential requirements on the test supply, its internal impedance and connection. This
has to be known and accounted for. If direct supervision of the waveshape during individual
tests is not carried out, systematic information from the special studies should be available.

c) Information about the test environment in terms of electrical disturbance
(electromagnetic fields, earthing, shielding)
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T.hiS would ~e b.ased on investiqations looking for residual random noise and erroneous
sIgnals entering !nto the measurmq system by stray capacitances or by magnetic induction
?r vol~ag~ drop 10 lea~s or. cable shea~s possibly carrying circulating earth current. The
IOvestlgatl?n ~?uld typically involve running a dummy test with actual test power but opening
or short-circuitinq slgn~1 entra!,.ces to !he. measuring system, moving or turning around
components, and applying additional shleldmg or earthing in an intelligent and systematic
manner.

d) Analysis. of s~tematic erro~s and measuring uncertainty for the particular type of test
under .consideration, based on Items a) to c) above. This analysis should contain a rational
analytical procedure, taking into account the interaction and combination of different
sources of systematic error and random uncertainty.

The analysis should distinguish between random uncertainty and systematic error, and
make. a . statem.ent as to . how different individual errors are combined, quadrature
com~lnatlon of dIfferent effects (root of sum of squares - RSS), or linear addition (maximum
possible error).

The analysis should give the following details :

- the range of the measuring capabilities of the test system;

- the instrument settings used for the measurement;

- an example of test data evaluation with the correction procedure used corresponding
to the instrument settings. .

e) The test department shall possess routines for continuously maintaining the quality of
measurements. This should be by regUlar checking and calibration routines for components
and for the complete system . It may comprise both in-house functional comparisons
between the alternative systems , checking the stability and periodical re-calibration of
components as indicated above under item a).

10.3 Fundamental sources of error in power transformer load loss measurement

The method for load loss determination is laid down in 10.4 of IEC 60076-1 as follows.

"The short-circuit impedance and load loss for a pair of windings shall be measured at rated
frequency with approximately sinusoidal voltage applied to the terminals of one winding , with
the terminals of the other winding short-circuited, and with possible other Windings open-
circuited."

The load loss is represented as the resistive part of the series impedance of the equivalent
circuit of the transformer. The series impedance is regarded as linear. This means that the
load loss is supposed to vary with the square of the current. The measurement of test current
is a contributing source of error for the determination of the loss.

The variation of load loss with temperature is also considerable. Annex E of IEC 60076-1
prescribes how (ZR losses and additional losses shall be treated when load losses are to be
recalculated for the reference temperature of the winding. Errors in the previous resistance
measurement and in the assessment of winding temperature during the loss measurement
therefore contribute to the error of the evaluated loss value, valid at the reference temperature.
Warn ings are given in 10.4 of IEC 60076-1.

The series impedance of the transformer is mainly induct ive. The power factor of the
impedance tends to fall with rising values of rated power.
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A typical example:

a) 1 000 kVA transformer: load loss 1 % of rated power, short-circuit impedance 6 % of
reference impedance - power factor of the series impedance, consequently, 0,167;

b) 100 MVA transformer: load loss 0,4 %, short-circuit impedance 15 % - power factor 0,027.

During the test, voltage, current, and active power are measured using measuring systems
which contain transducers for matching the high values of voltage and current to the measuring
instruments. Conventional systems include inductive-type measuring transformers for voltage
and current to feed indicating instruments of electromechanica! type . Measuring systems of
more recent design employ special two-stage or zero-flux current transformers, capacitor
voltage dividers, blocking amplifiers, electronic digital multiplier wattmeters , etc. Different types
of measuring systems present different characteristics with regard to measuring errors, but
some observations of principle are generally valid. The 1055 to be measured is, by definition,
p = U x I X cose.

The composite relative error is obtained by taking the natural logarithm of both members and
then differentiating:

ap =au+ al_ sin~ x a,
p U I cos~

The phase angle ; between the phasors of voltage U and current I is close to 7[/2 (90·
inductive). The power factor cos, is a small number. We rewrite the coefficient in front of a~:

1

(1_cos2
; )2

p ap ae
p

~
-~=.

~r··

FIgure 33. - Ph••or d'-gnm IndIcating
me••urfng error

FIgure 33b - Rel.tl"e error ••• functfon
of power r.ctor

Figure 33 - Relative error of measurements
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This is a number much larger than unity, which indicates that a certain relative error in the
estimation of the phase angle (in radians) results in a much larger relative error in the
estimation of the loss, while relative errors in voltage and current amplitudes contribute without
magnification. Figure 33a attempts to illustrate this . The envelope of uncertainty of loss
estimates as a function of the power factor of the transformer impedance will therefore have
the general shape indicated in figure 33b.

The central problem for the measurement of load losses in power transformers is therefore
how to reduce, or correct for, phase shift in the complete measuring system or in its individual
components.

10.4 Phase angle error of a conventional loss measuring system. possibility of correction

The conventional measuring system consists of magnetic type voltage and current
transformers and an electrodynamic wattmeter.

The measuring transformers have phase angle errors ~u and ~i respectively, expressed in
radians. The inductance of the wattmeter coil introduces a phase lag between the applied
voltage from the voltage transformer and the current in the voltage coil of the instrument. The
numerical value of this small phase shift (again in radians) is (J)UR, where L is the inductance
of the voltage coil and R is the total series resistance in the instrument and possible external
res istor boxes. This wattmeter phase shift is denoted ~(J).

If the original phase angle between the voltage and current in the test object is ; , the actual
phase angle in the wattmeter will be

~' = '" + ~ - ~ - ~ = tP + &/J't' U I (f)

If the total phase angle error ~ is positive, then the estimated power factor, cos ;', is lower
than the correct value, cose . A correction of measured loss will have a positive sign:

p=p{ 1 J"'P'(1+~J
1- ~ cos;

cos;

Conventionally, phase angle errors are expressed in submultiples of electrical degrees:

1min= It =O,291x10-3rad

180x 60

Example:

A transformer has a cos; = 0,03. A total phase angle error of 3 min then results in a relative
error of nearly 3 % in measured loss :

3 x 0,291 -3
---- x 10

0,03
2,91 x 10-2 '" 3 "10

The phase angle errors caused by the voltage and current transformers are, in practice,
difficult to assess correctly. A calibration certificate is normally supplied with a good laboratory
type measuring transformer but it cannot satisfactorily cover the variable param.eters of the
circuit (measuring range , value withio the range, instrument burden). The c~nventl?n~1 degree
of precision submitted in the calibration certificate is also usu~lIy relatively IIr,:"ted. ~he
available corrections for the known systematic errors are to be applied. But there stili remains
an unknown systematic error which cannot be corrected.
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Another difficulty arises from the fact that when analogue type instruments are use.d, the
wattmeter deflection will often be only a small fract ion of the scale , even though a special low
power factor instrument is employed . The relative random unc~rtainty of the r~a~ing is
therefore so large that it may overshadow small, known systematic errors. The validity of a
corrected value (with known systematic errors removed) will then be no better than that of the
uncorrected reading.

All this taken together means that when a conventional measuring system of the type described
has been used for a test , it is very difficult to state a reliable correction which would bring the
result up to a higher degree of accuracy. The measurement cannot readily be traced back to
standards unless a direct calibration would be performed with the specific setting of the
complete measuring system that has been employed for a particular test. Otherwise, the
estimate of possible uncertainty should be made Quite conservatively, based on overall limits
for the individual components of the system and the uncertainty of the observation of the
instrument readings.

10.5 Advanced measuring systems

An advanced measuring system is understood to be a system containing two-stage or zero-flux
current transducers, usually capacitor-type voltage divider circuits , electronic blocking
amplifiers and adjustable error compensation circuits, digital electronic power transducers .

It is a characteristic of such a system that individual components should be adjusted and
calibrated aga inst standards of high precision so that their systematic errors will become
negligible in comparison with the remaining random uncertainty range. Instrument loading is
eliminated as a source of error because of the output amplifiers.

The resulting phase angle error for the complete system may be of the order of 100 wad to
200 prad (0.3 min to 0.6 min). With such systems, an overall maximum error of ±3 % may be
achieved for the loss determination down to a power factor of 0,02 or even lower.

An overall calculation of uncertainty is made which is valid either for the whole range of test
object data or for the individual range settings of the components. The calibration is to be
maintained by regular checks e.g . against another portable system used for this purpose only.

The low signal power levels appearing inside advanced measuring systems makes it
particularly important that the measuring system is meticulously checked against disturbance
from electromagnetic fields etc. at the time of installation (see 10.2 c).

10.6 Measurement of no-load loss

The measurement of no-load loss differs from measurement of load loss for the same
transformer in that the power factor is considerably higher. and that the test current is heavily
distorted.

The no-load loss is. in principle. referred to undisturbed sinusoidal voltage on the transformer
terminals. Subclause 10.5 of IEC 60076-1 gives a criterion for a satisfactory waveshape based
on a comparison between the readings of two voltmeters. sensing average value and r.rn .s .
value. respectively. This implies requirements not only on the no-load waveshape of the test
supply but also on its internal impedance because of the difficult current waveshape and on its
connection.
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The no-load current and power rise rapidly with the applied voltage. The measurement and
adjustment of voltage is therefore critical and contributes implicitly to the uncertainty of the loss
determination.

It is further specified in lEG 60076-1 that the connection of a three-phase transformer shall be
made in such a way that the voltages applied across the different phases of the winding be as
nearly sinusoidal as possible.

The most difficult cases, both with regard to test power requirements (voltage waveshape
distortion) and power measurement, usually arise when testing large single-phase
transformers.

Finally, the measured no-load loss is sensitive to the prehistory of magnetization . Remanence
in the core after saturation during windi ng resistance measurement with d.c.. or by
unidirectional long-duration impulses. may leave a trace in the results. A systematic
demagnetization of the core before the no-load measurements is sometimes practised to
establish representative results .
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Annex A
(informative)

Basic relations for single-phase and two-phase earth faults

Before the fault, there Is a symmetrical system service voltage

When the fault Is established, the component voltages become V+. V-, v",

The short-cIrcuit impedances of the whole system, as viewed from the fault. are Z+, Z-, zO.

The superposed fault current components are r , r , /0.

The following relations apply:

u-V+ =/+z+

)-V- =rz- (A.1)

_va =/0zO

By definition, phase voltages and currents are

VA =v+ +V- +vo

)VB =a2v+ +aV- +Vo (A.2)

Vc =aV+ +a2V- +VO

'A =t +# +f

)~ =a2,+ +ar +f (A.3)

Ie =at +a 2r +f

c... 1 - Single-ph... Nrth fault on ph... A

~ <tc =0 (A.4)

-I' =a2r +ar «or +a2r

:.r =r =1' =, (A.5)

V" =0

:. V· + V - + VO = 0 (A.6)
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Combine equations (A.5) and (A.6) with the sum of the equations (A.1):

g
a
z
in
iii,...
N

I........

1+ =,- =10 = U
z: -z: +Zo

Case 2 - Earth fault on phases Band C

VB =Vc =0

_Va =a 2V+ +aV- =aV+ +a2V

:. V+ =V- =VO =V

According to equation (A. 1)

_ V
, =--z:

U
:.V=-xZ

Z+

U V U ( Z) U UxZ,+ ----=- 1-- =----
- Z+ Z+ Z+ Z+ Z+ ( Z+ t

UxZt: =----
Z+ «z:
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